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March 2016 Directions: Issuance of Currency 

Question 

1. Whether the Board approves of the actions taken related to a proposal to include new text to 
better describe the currency issuance process. 

Detail 

1. A member proposed additional text to better describe the currency issuance process and to 
explain monetary base—an important term related to currency in circulation. The additions of 
paragraphs 3.16 and 3.17 help with understanding of the accounting approaches discussed in 
the chapter, and are summarized below:  

3.16  The amount of currency in circulation is driven by consumer demand for physical currency, and 
fluctuates during the year. For example, the demand may be higher during holidays and lower 
at other times. Typically, banks or other depository institutions maintain reserve accounts at the 
monetary authority, which recognizes a deposit liability for the amount of the reserve accounts.  
Currency in circulation increases when a bank or other depository institution requests and 
receives currency from the monetary authority in exchange for a reduction to its reserve 
account. Similarly, currency in circulation decreases when the bank or other depository 
institution returns currency to the monetary authority as a deposit to their reserve account. 
Exchanges of currency between the monetary authority and a bank or other depository 
institution, such as to replace damaged currency or exchange currency for different 
denominations, have no net effect on currency in circulation. 

3.17  The monetary base of an economy’s currency is the sum of the amount of physical currency in 
circulation and the reserve deposit balances banks and depository institutions hold with the 
monetary authority. The size of the monetary base is managed through monetary policy 
operations of the monetary authority and has a direct effect on interest and exchange rates 
denominated in that currency. 

Decisions required 

Does the IPSASB agree with the inclusion of the proposed text in paragraphs 3.16 and 3.17?
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March 2016 Directions: Currency Approach Arguments 

Question 

1. Whether the Board approves the proposed text related to arguments supporting and against the 
two approaches in the currency chapter. 

Detail 

1. A proposal was provided to highlight key counter arguments to the conceptual discussion of the 
accounting approaches in the chapter. The text provides reasons why some would not support 
the recognition of a liability when currency is issued, as well as reasons why some may support 
the recognition of revenue in the statement of net assets/equity. The proposed text to consider for 
insertion after paragraph 3.37 in the CP, follows:  

3.38  The IPSASB’s discussion is based on the Conceptual Framework guidance and its views on the 
transaction to issue currency. However, some respondents may have some alternative views as 
follows: 

Those who do not support recognition of a liability when currency is issued into circulation argue that: 

(a) There is no present obligation. When the monetary authority provides or receives currency, it 
is offset by an equal reduction or increase in the depository institution’s reserve account and 
the liability for deposits at the monetary authority, respectively. Such treatment is similar to an 
individual withdrawing or depositing cash in a bank, whereby the individuals account in the 
bank and the bank’s deposit liability is reduced or increased, respectively, and there is no 
obligation beyond the liability for deposits. The monetary authority provides or receives 
currency when a depository institution initiates the transaction. Consequently, the monetary 
authority does not have a present obligation until the depository institution initiates a 
transaction. 

(b) The monetary authority provides currency in exchange for an equal amount of currency; 
however, such a transaction does not result in a net outflow from the monetary authority. 

(c) The increase in the value of the currency from cost of production to face value when currency 
is put into circulation does not represent a new obligation. Once currency is issued, the cost 
of any replacement, such as for worn currency, is the cost of production.  

(d) The increase in the value of the currency from the cost of production should be recognized as 
revenue and possibly presented directly in net assets/equity, as noted in described in 
paragraph 3.37. 

Those who support recognition of revenue directly in the statement of net assets/equity argue that: 

3.39   The issuance of currency in circulation does not represent a liability and should not affect the 
operating results of the entity, and instead should be presented directly in net assets/equity. 

Decisions required 

Does the IPSASB agree with adding the proposed text?
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March 2016 Directions: Currency Chapter – Revenue Presentation  

Question 

1. Whether the Board approves the actions to address member comments related to the following: 

• Revisions to clarify the nature of the obligation related to currency in circulation; 

• Additions to note that there are presentation alternatives available to recognize revenue 
under that approach; and  

• SMC 3-1 proposed to ask constituents views on the appropriate presentation under the 
revenue approach. 

Detail 

1. Paragraph 3.21 amended to better describe the nature of the legal obligation related to 
currency in circulation, as follows: 

3.21   For legal obligations, a present obligation arises when legislation exists that sets out 
requirements or other binding arrangements and responsibilities for monetary authorities in 
relation to currency in circulation. Such legislation can vary. However, such laws may include 
one or more of the following requirements or responsibilities of monetary authorities: 

(a) Manage the amount of currency in an economy;  

(ba) Exchange damaged currency for new currency; 

(cb) Hold collateral for the amount of currency in circulation Carry out monetary policy with the 
objective of stable inflation and exchange rates; and 

(dc) Establish explicit claims against the asset of the monetary authority for currency in 
circulationExplicit statement that currency is a first call on the monetary authorities 
assets. 

Such laws may also include requirements and responsibilities to manage the amount of 
currency in an economy and carry out monetary policy with the objective of stable inflation and 
exchange rates. 

2. Paragraph 3.37, in the text below has been inserted as a result of a member proposal at the 
March 2016 meeting to further consider an option that allowed for direct recognition in the 
statement of net assets/equity when currency is recognized as revenue. 

3.37  Requirements for presentation are not considered in this CP as noted in paragraph 1.16. 
However, under the revenue approach a possibility exists to recognize revenue in the statement 
of financial performance or directly in the statement of net assets/equity. The Conceptual 
Framework leaves open the possibility that revenue could be directly recognized in the 
statement of net assets/equity at the standards level. This might be the case, for example, if it 
was determined that the revenue is not attributable to the period covered by the financial 
statements. Therefore, the IPSASB has proposed SMC 3-1 to obtain constituents views. 

3. Staff and the TBG further propose that SMC 3-1 be included to obtain constituent views on the 
most appropriate presentation of revenue under that approach, see below: 
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Specific Matters for Comment – Chapter 3-1 

(a) When issuance of currency results in the recognition of revenue (approach 2), in your view, 
what is the appropriate financial statement in which to recognize revenue: 

(i)  Statement of financial performance; or 

(ii)  Statement of net assets/equity? 

Please provide the reasons for your support of your preferred option, including the conceptual merits 
and weaknesses; the extent it addresses the objectives of financial reporting and how it provides 
useful information to users. 
 

Decisions required 

Does the IPSASB agree with: 

• The proposed modifications to paragraph 3.12; 

• The proposed text included in paragraph 3.37; and  

• The proposed SMC 3-1 on the presentation options under the revenue approach?
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March 2016 Directions: Monetary Gold SMCs 

Questions 

1. Whether the Board approves the actions taken to address the directions related to the monetary 
gold SMCs. 

Detail 
1. The Board directed that the monetary gold chapter SMCs should be amended, with the first 

question asking if the accounting treatment should be based on intention or not. Followed by a 
second question to ask which measurement basis is most appropriate. The proposal follows: 

 

Specific Matters for Comment – Chapter 4-1 
(a) Should entities have the option to designate a measurement basis, based on their 

intentions in holding monetary gold assets (as noted in paragraphs 4.5-4.6)? 

Please provide the reasons for your support for or against allowing an option to designate 
a measurement basis based on intentions. 

 

Specific Matters for Comment – Chapter 4-2 
(a) Please describe when it would be appropriate to measure monetary gold assets at either: 

i. Market value; or 
ii. Historical cost? 
Please provide reasons for your views, including the conceptual merits and weaknesses of 
each measurement basis; the extent to which each addresses the objectives of financial 
reporting; and how each provides useful information. 

If you support measurement based on intentions as discussed in SMC 4-1, please indicate 
your views about an appropriate measurement basis for each intention for which monetary 
authorities may hold monetary gold, as discussed in paragraph 4.5 (i.e., intended to be 
held for its contribution to financial capacity because of its ability to be sold in the global 
liquid gold trading markets, or intended to be held for an indeterminate period of time). 

Decisions required 

Does the IPSASB agree with the revised SMCs for monetary gold?
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March 2016 Directions: IMF Quota Subscription Definition 

Question 

1. Whether the Board agrees with the actions taken to address the directions in regards to the IMF 
quota subscription definition.  

Detail 

1. At the March 2016 meeting members and the IMF observer noted that subsequent adjustments 
to an IMF member’s quota needed to be reflected in the definition. 

2. Based on the direction received, the IMF quota subscription definition has been modified and 
an additional description has been added. The proposed changes to paragraphs 5.9 and 5.10, 
are included below. 

5.9 The proposed definition of IMF Quota Subscription is as follows: 

“The amount equal to the quota, paid in full assigned to the by the member on joining the 
IMF, and as adjusted subsequently that must be paid in full to become an IMF member”. 

5.10 The IMF periodically reviews and adjusts member quotas. Additional payments may be required 
at this time. 

Decision required 

Does the IPSASB agree with the modifications to paragraph 5.9 and the inclusion of paragraph 5.10? 
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March 2016 Directions: IMF Quota Subscription and SDRs 

Question 

1. Whether the Board agrees with the actions to address the directions provided related to the 
measurement discussion in the chapter.  

Detail 

1. The discussion was amended in Table 5.2 to reflect Net Selling Price as an appropriate 
measurement basis, because a redemption of the IMF Quota Subscription can be viewed as 
similar to a sale. 

2. The discussion of historical cost for the IMF Quota Subscription, SDR holdings and SDR 
allocations was amended in Table 5.2, to explicitly discuss initial and subsequent 
measurement. Staff notes historical cost is not appropriate for subsequent measurement 
because each item is denominated in SDRs and requires revaluation at each reporting date. 

3. A conclusion on the most appropriate measurement basis for each of the IMF Quota 
Subscriptions, SDR Holdings and SDR Allocations was added in paragraph 5.30. Further a PV 
is proposed instead of an SMC, because the chapter does not propose alternatives. PV 5-2, 
follows: 

Decision required 

Does the IPSASB agree with: 

• The revised discussion of Net Selling Price related to the IMF quota subscription in table 5-2; 

• The revised discussion of historical cost for each item discussed in table 5-2; and  

• The proposed PV 5-2 to reflect the views on appropriate recognition and measurement of the IMF 
quota subscription, SDR holdings and SDR allocations. 

Preliminary View – Chapter 5-2 

The IPSASBs view is that: 

(a) The IMF Quota Subscription satisfies the Conceptual Framework definition and should be 
recognized as an asset, with initial measurement at historical cost and subsequent measurement 
at net selling price. 

(b) SDR holdings satisfy the Conceptual Framework definition and should be recognized as an asset, 
with measurement at market value. 

(c) SDR allocations satisfy the Conceptual Framework definition and should be recognized as a 
liability, with measurement at market value. 
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March 2016 Directions: Appendices 

Questions 
Whether the Board agrees with the changes to: 

(a) Appendix F: IMF Quota Subscription and SDR Holdings and SDR Allocations: Illustrative 
Examples; and 

(b) Appendix A: Government Finance Statistics Guidance. 

Detail 
1. Changes based on feedback at the March 2016 meeting to Appendix F as follows: 

(a) New Scenarios 3 and 4 added (IMF member country local currency devalues relative to 
SDR and IMF member country required to make an additional payment to IMF quota 
because of currency devaluation). 

(b) Scenarios were re-ordered so that each links better with the next scenario, with consistent 
fact patterns. 

(c) New scenario 8 (IMF member country transacts SDR holdings for foreign currency) 

(d) New scenario 11 (IMF member payment of SDR department administrative expenses) 

2. In Appendix A: Government Finance Statistics Guidance, additional text was added to paragraph 
A.1 noting the different sources of statistical guidance considered in development of the CP. 

Decisions required 

Does the IPSASB agree with: 

• The modifications to the Appendix F, Illustrative Examples? 

• The additional text included in Appendix A, in regards to the sources of GFS information? 
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IMF Review and Comments 

Questions 

1. Whether the IPSASB agrees with staff proposals related to IMF comments on the CP. 

Detail 

1. The IMF proposed revisions to the definitions included in the general definitions, monetary gold, 
and currency in circulation chapters to more closely align with GFS guidance. 

(a) Staff recommendation is to not reopen the debate on definitions as these have been 
deliberated in detail and agreed by the IPSASB. Staff proposes a footnote be included in 
the general definitions chapter as follows: 

The definitions have been developed to reflect conventions included in IPSASs and discussions by 
the IPSASB related to the transactions in an accounting context. The IPSASB intends for these 
definition to have the same substance as guidance included in the various GFS manuals referenced. 

2. The IMF commented that the term transactions used in the CP, may not capture all intended 
types of economic events from a GFS perspective and recommended insertion of ‘stock 
positions’ following transactions in paragraph 1.1.  

(a) In accounting, transactions commonly refers to events which may give rise to assets, 
liabilities, revenue and expense. Therefore, a footnote to clarify for GFS purposes is 
recommended by staff, as follows:  

In addition to the meaning of transactions from an accounting context, the use in the CP is also meant 
to include economic flows and stock positions from a government finance statistics perspective. 

3. The IMF provided revisions to the wording related to currency unions included in paragraph 3.9. 
The revised text is as follows: 

3.9 Currency unions consist of more than one economy and have a regional central decision-making 
body with the authority to conduct a single monetary policy and issue the legal tender of the area 
are created by a group of countries who, develop a single currency. That single currency is issued 
by a monetary authority as legal tender and is considered domestic currency for all of the 
countries of the union. Such arrangements meet the definition of currency in circulation. 

4. The IMF provided feedback on scenario 3 in the Appendix F and noted that it needed to be 
elaborated, as it reflects two economic events; 1. The impact of a member country’s currency 
devaluation on the IMF quota subscription (because it is denominated in SDRs) and 2. The IMF 
requirement for additional payments as a result of currency devaluation. 

(a) Staff revised scenario 3 and added a new scenario 4 to capture the full impact of the 
member countries currency devaluation as separate economic events. See Appendix F: 
scenario 3 and 4 in the CP. 

5. The IMF provided comments related to GFS issues with presentation consequences. As 
presentation is not in scope for the CP, these comments will be considered at ED stage. 

Decisions required 

Does the IPSASB agree with staff proposals related to the IMF comments? 
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CP Restructuring 

Questions 

1. Whether the board agrees with the CP restructuring and resulting changes. 

Detail 

1. The Chapters were combined to form the CP, and reviewed for consistency and conciseness. A 
number of editorial changes were made 

2. Chapter 2: General Definitions chapter was created because the definitions of monetary authority 
and reserve asset relate to all the chapters in the CP. 

3. Use of tables in Chapter 5 to better organize the discussion of recognition and measurement for 
the IMF quota subscription and SDR holdings and allocations (table 5-1 and table 5-2). 

4. Appendices located at the end of document, following in the order first noted in the CP. 

5. Revisions to state which projects will deal with statutory receivables and payables and public 
sector securitizations now that the IPSASB has made those decisions. See paragraph 1.9 for 
related changes. 

Decision required 

The IPSASB is asked to agree the restructuring changes during the page-by-page review? 
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Specific Matters for Comment (SMC) and Preliminary Views (PV) 

Questions 

1. Whether the Board agrees with the SMCs and PVs in the CP. 

Detail 

The full text of each PV/SMC below can be found starting on page 3 of Agenda Item 2.4 (Draft CP) 

PV/SMC Agreed Notes 

PV Chapter 2 Yes  Relocated from monetary gold chapter. 

PV Chapter 3-1 Yes None. 

PV Chapter 3-2 Yes Addition proposed – see point 1 below. 

SMC Chapter 3-1 No Proposal from March 2016 comments – see Agenda Item 2.1.3. 

PV Chapter 4 Yes None. 

SMC Chapter 4-1 Yes Requested changes at March 2016 meeting – see Agenda Item 2.1.4. 

SMC Chapter 4-2 Yes Requested changes at March 2016 meeting – see Agenda Item 2.1.4. 

PV Chapter 5-1 No All chapters include definition PVs. See proposed PV point 2 below. 

PV Chapter 5-2 No See Agenda Item 2.1.6. 

1. The IPSASB agreed the text of the below PV in March 2016. After discussions with the TBG, 
staff proposes the additional underlined text to be clear on the IPSASB view. 

Preliminary View – Chapter 3-2 

(a) Notes and coins (currency), derive value because they are legal tender and accepted as a 
medium of exchange and therefore serve the same purpose and function in the economy. As the 
purpose and function of notes and coins is the same (as noted in paragraph 3.12), the IPSASBs 
view is the accounting treatment should be consistent for both, with the recognition of a liability 
when issued. 

2. Staff and the TBG propose the following PV for chapter 5 definitions: 

Preliminary Views – Chapter 5-1  

Definitions are as follows: 

(a) The IMF Quota Subscription is the amount equal to the assigned quota, paid in full by the 
member on joining the IMF, and as adjusted subsequently. 

(b) SDR Holdings are International reserve assets created by the IMF and allocated to members to 
supplement reserves. 

(c) SDR Allocations are obligations which arise through IMF member’s participation in the SDR 
Department and that are related to the allocation of SDR holdings. 

Decision required 

The IPSASB is asked to agree the new and revised SMCs and PVs? 
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Approval of the CP 

Question 

1. Whether the Board approves the CP for issuance. 

2. Whether the Board agrees to the proposed comment period end date of December 15, 2016. 

Detail 

1. A longer than usual comment period is recommended to provide time for outreach with 
monetary authorities – a new constituency which the topics mainly relate to. 

Decision required 

Does the IPSASB approve of the CP and agree on the comment end date of December 15, 2016? 
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DIRECTIONS ISSUED UP TO MARCH 2016 
Meeting Direction Actioned 

March 2016 The IMF Quota Subscription definition should be amended to 
reflect that member countries periodically are required to 
make additional payments to their subscriptions. 

See Issues Paper 
2.1.5. Definition 
modified and 
additional 
description added 
in paragraphs 5.8 
and 5.9 in CP. 

March 2016 Net selling price should be identified as an appropriate 
measurement basis because the IMF Quota Subscription can 
be redeemed, which may be considered equivalent to a sale 
at net selling price. 

See Issues Paper 
2.1.6. Analysis of 
Net Selling Price 
– revised to 
reflect comments 
in table 5-2 in CP. 

March 2016 The historical cost and net selling price measurement 
discussions for the IMF Quota Subscription should explicitly 
consider initial and subsequent measurement. 

See Issues Paper 
2.1.6. Revisions 
included in table 
5-2 in CP. 

March 2016 A conclusion on the most appropriate measurement basis 
should be developed and included for the IMF Quota 
Subscription and Special Drawing Rights. 

See Issues Paper 
2.1.6. Conclusion 
added in 
paragraph 5.29 in 
CP. 

March 2016 The following amendments should be made to the IMF quota 
subscription and SDRs, illustrative examples: 

• Foreign currency example should be added. 
• Re-order to flow more logically from one scenario to the 

next. 
• Example 1 should include a specific statement that the 

member has agreed to participate in the SDR Department. 
• An example should be added to include the scenario when 

a member makes an additional payment for its IMF Quota 
Subscription, because their local currency has devalued. 

• An example to capture the payment of IMF administrative 
expenses all member are obligated to pay. 

See Issues Paper 
2.1.7. Changes 
reflected in 
Appendix F: IMF 
Quota 
Subscription and 
SDRs holdings 
and allocations: 
Illustrative 
Examples. 

March 2016 Additional text emphasizing the importance of the System of 
National Accounts guidance should be added, because it is 
another important source of government finance statistics 
guidance. 

See Issues Paper 
2.1.7. Added to 
paragraph A.1 of 
Appendix A: 
Government 
Finance Statistics. 

March 2016 The monetary gold chapter SMCs should be amended, with 
the first question asking if the accounting treatment should be 
based on intention or not. The second question should ask 
which measurement basis is most appropriate. 

See Issues Paper 
2.1.4.  

March 2016 Member noted a past proposal to explore an option in the 
currency chapter for a direct charge to net/asset equity. Staff 
to explore further through use of the Conceptual Framework 
which does not assign elements to specific financial 
statements. 

See Issues Paper 
2.1.3. 
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March 2016 The pros and cons for each accounting alternative in each 
chapter should be developed, similar to what is included in the 
social benefits CP. It is thought that this less technical analysis 
of alternatives may be helpful to respondents.  

See Issues Paper 
2.1.2. 

March 2016 CP to be reviewed and edited, to ensure consistency between 
chapters and for conciseness. 

 

March 2016 Illustrative examples for the IMF Quota Subscription and 
Special Drawing Rights Chapter are helpful and should be 
included in the CP. 

 

March 2016 The revised reserve asset definition in the monetary gold 
chapter was agreed, as well as the additional supporting 
description added to highlight the importance of GFS 
terminology. 

 

March 2016 Relocate the GFS Guidance from the body of each chapter to 
an appendix. 

 

March 2016 The appendix on background IMF information should be 
included. 

 

March 2016 Several measurement bases (market based measures) are 
inappropriate for the IMF Quota Subscription, because of the 
lack of a market/inability to sell it. 

 

March 2016 Historical cost is appropriate measurement basis to consider 
for the IMF Quota Subscription. 

 

March 2016 The Objective for the IMF Quota Subscription and Special 
Drawing Rights Chapter was agreed. 

 

March 2016 The discussion in regards to the similarity and differences of 
the IMF quota subscription and special drawing rights to more 
common financial instruments was agreed. 

 

December 
2015 

Modify “reserve asset” definition to align more closely with 
Government Finance Statistics (GFS) terminology and provide 
further explanation 

 

December 
2015 

Revert to two SMCs for the monetary gold chapter: 
- One SMC will ask if there should be an option to select a 
measurement basis (current value or historical cost) based on 
their intention in holding monetary gold assets.  
- A second SMC will ask which measurement basis is most 
appropriate for monetary gold – current value or historical 
cost.  

 

December 
2015 

Notes and coins derive value because they are legal tender 
and accepted as a medium of exchange and therefore serve 
the same purpose and function in the economy.  

 

December 
2015 

Accounting for currency in circulation should be driven by the 
economic substance of the transactions; therefore the 
discussion of accounting ‘options’ is more appropriately 
termed accounting ‘approaches’ and should be revised. 

 

September 
2015  

The term “domestic” should be removed from the definition of 
currency because it may create confusion in those 
jurisdictions using a foreign currency, such as the US dollar. 
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September 
2015 

Each of the different types of currency arrangements be 
identified and explained: 

(a) Currency issued by a monetary authority for its 
economy; 

(b) Currency issued by a monetary authority for a 
currency union; and 

(c) Currency issued by a monetary authority for a foreign 
economy which has been adopted without formal agreement. 

 

September 
2015 

A revised chapter on currency in circulation should include 
examples for each option developed as this would be helpful 
for constituents to understand the differences of each. 

 

June 2015 Definition of currency should be revised to discuss ‘domestic 
currency’ and include not only ‘issued’ but also ‘authorized’ for 
those jurisdictions that rely on another entity to produce and 
distribute currency 

 

June 2015 To consider the implications of accounting for currency that is 
more costly to purchase/produce than its face value. 

 

June 2015 To consider if it is a common approach for entities to 
recognize a liability because of the obligation to maintain 
currency or whether the liability is a financial liability. 

 

March 2015 To revise the discussion of the historical cost of monetary gold 
and the relationship to information on the cost of services. 
Further, Staff should consider the restrictions on selling 
monetary gold that apply to many monetary authorities in 
further developing the CP. 

 

December 
2014 

The CP should include measurement options to get feedback 
from constituents. 

 

 Inclusion of only one measurement options (market value–in 
open active market because of monetary golds financial 
capacity) may not reflect other reasons monetary gold is held. 
Other options to be developed for the next version of the CP. 

 

September 
2014 

Introduction chapter should include a more complete 
explanation as to how this project has evolved to 
communicate to constituents why the CP covers the topics 
included and their importance to the public sector. 

 

September 
2014 

Further consideration of perspectives other than an exit value 
measurement basis is required. 

 

March 2014 Staff to liaise with the IASB to understand if any future 
research or project work undertaken by their organization 
would cover monetary gold, currency in circulation or IMF 
quota subscriptions or special drawing rights 
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DECISIONS UP TO MARCH 2016 
Date of Decision Decision 

March 2016 The IMF Quota Subscription meets the Conceptual Framework definition of 
an asset and there no appropriate accounting alternatives. 

March 2016 SDR Holdings meet the Conceptual Framework definition of an asset.  

March 2016 Market value, historical cost and net selling prices are appropriate bases for 
consideration in measuring SDR holdings. 

March 2016 SDR Allocations meet the Conceptual Framework definition of a liability.  

March 2016 Market value and cost of fulfillment are appropriate bases for consideration 
in measuring SDR Allocations. 

March 2016 The preliminary view included in the Currency chapter states that because 
the nature and function of notes and coins are the same, the accounting 
treatment should be consistent. 

December 2015 Modifications to the “reserve asset” definition to align more closely with 
Government Finance Statistics (GFS) terminology and further explanation to 
be added to highlight the importance the GFS terminology has in setting out 
the reserve asset definition. 

December 2015 Revert to two SMCs for the monetary gold chapter: 
- One SMC will ask if there should be an option to select a measurement 
basis (current value or historical cost) based on their intention in holding 
monetary gold assets.  
- A second SMC will ask which measurement basis is most appropriate for 
monetary gold – current value or historical cost.  

December 2015 Notes and coins derive value because they are legal tender and accepted as 
a medium of exchange and therefore serve the same purpose and function 
in the economy.  

December 2015 Historical cost, market value, and on limited occasions, cost of fulfillment 
may be viable measurement bases for currency in circulation. 

September 2015 Agreed the revised tangible gold definition and the additional description 
added noting that financial instruments which can result in the delivery of 
gold are considered in the scope of guidance in the CP. 

September 2015 Preliminary views should be developed for all definitions in each chapter. 

September 2015 Include a single SMC on Monetary Gold, asking constituents if the IPSASB 
should prescribe an accounting requirement for measurement at current 
value or historical cost and to include a further sub-option asking if preparers 
should be allowed to select a measurement basis (current value or historical 
cost) based on their intention in holding the gold assets.  

September 2015 More consideration of options for accounting for currency which reflect 
users’ perspectives is necessary. 

September 2015 The options for accounting for currency need to consider guidance in the 
conceptual framework more fully, specifically if a legal or non-legally binding 
obligation exists for currency issued by the entity. 

June 2015 Scope of CP to be limited to monetary gold, currency in circulation and IMF-
related transactions.  

June 2015 The monetary gold definition should depart from the GFS definition, because 
that definition refers to it as a financial asset, which is a defined term in 
IPSAS. 

June 2015 A description should be included to explain that contracts that result in the 
physical delivery of gold are in scope of the chapter in some circumstances. 

June 2015 The chapter on monetary gold should develop broad and open options to 
receive feedback from constituents. 
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June 2015 Proposed modification of the definition of “physical gold” to “tangible gold” 
was agreed.  

June 2015 Currency in circulation chapter objective and structure agreed. 

June 2015 Accounting for the purchase and production for notes and coins as inventory 
is appropriate.  

June 2015 ‘Amount of currency in circulation’ should be used rather than ‘money 
supply’, which has broader meaning from an economic context. 

June 2015 Market value, historical cost and cost of fulfilment may be appropriate 
measurement bases for currency in circulation. 

June 2015 Measurement should be consistent for both notes and coins in the currency 
chapter. 

June 2015 It is useful to include a discussion on currency in relation to current IPSAS 
requirements in the CP. 

March 2015 Revised introduction of the CP to emphasize the importance of public 
interest and why the topics being addressed have been included. 

March 2015 Revised definitions of monetary gold, physical gold and monetary authority, 
as well as the supporting descriptions included in the revised CP, agreed. 

March 2015 Revisions in the CP agreed. The following gold assets should be in scope: 

(a) Physical gold (including gold held directly, in allocated and 
unallocated gold accounts); 

(b) Commemorative gold coins and gold coins that are legal tender; and 

(c) Some financial instruments which allow for physical settlement in 
gold on demand without restriction and for which monetary 
authorities have the intention of taking physical delivery of the gold. 

March 2015 Arguments for both monetary gold measurement options should consider 
the monetary authority’s reason for holding such assets. Linking the 
measurement model to the intention of holding assets is more appropriate 
than a direct reliance on the Conceptual Framework. 

March 2015 Consideration of presentation and disclosure should be revisited after all 
the chapters have been developed in the CP. 

March 2015 The historical cost option in the CP should consider accounting for changes 
in value due to impairments. 

March 2015 The scope of the CP should not be expanded to include all reserve assets as 
defined in GFS.  

March 2015 A key question for both notes and coins is the nature of the liability for the 
entity that issues the currency and the appropriate measurement basis for 
measuring such a liability. Each should be considered separately on a step-
by-step basis. 

December 2014 Chapter 1 to include more information on the reasons why the topics have 
been included and emphasize the importance of the topics included from a 
public interest perspective (in particular those topics related to central 
banks). 

September 2014 GFS definitions should be followed to the extent possible. 

September 2014 Scope of monetary gold chapter should consider the economic substance of 
the transactions and include those gold holdings which are either tangible 
gold, or result in delivery of tangible gold. 

September 2014 Measurement objective should be developed considering the different 
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perspectives of users. 

September 2014 Options for the measurement objective need to be developed to link into the 
reasons monetary authorities hold monetary gold. 

September 2014 Information on disclosures should be based on a consideration of users’ 
needs as communicated through a disclosure objective. 

March 2014 Monetary gold, currency in circulation and IMF quota subscriptions and 
SDRs relate mainly to central banks. However, the CP should take a 
transactional approach, rather than an entity-specific approach. 

March 2014 Illustrative examples noting the debits and credits for initial recognition, 
revaluations (if any) and derecognition for the various types of transactions 
would be helpful for understanding. 

December 2013 The scope of the project was agreed to include the following: 

- Monetary gold (including gold reserves and instruments linked to 
gold); 

- Currency in circulation; 
- IMF SDRs and quota subscription; 
- Statutory Receivables; 
- Statutory Payables; and 
- Public Sector Securitizations (being those where because of powers 

of the government an item not recognized in the statement of 
financial position is securitized). 

December 2013 The requirements and guidance included in IPSAS 29 on concessionary 
loans and financial guarantees issues in non-exchange transactions should 
not be in scope of the public sector specific financial instruments projects. 

December 2013 The Public Sector Specific Financial Instruments Project should be 
independent and separate from the project to update IPSAS 28-20 for IFRS 
9, Financial Instruments. 
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REQUEST FOR COMMENTS 
This Consultation Paper, Public Sector Specific Financial Instruments, was developed and approved by 
the International Public Sector Accounting Standards Board® (IPSASB®).  

The proposals in this Exposure Draft may be modified in light of comments received before being issued 
in final form. Comments are requested by December 15, 2016.  

Respondents are asked to submit their comments electronically through the IPSASB website, using the 
“Submit a Comment” link. Please submit comments in both a PDF and Word file. Also, please note that 
first-time users must register to use this feature. All comments will be considered a matter of public record 
and will ultimately be posted on the website. This publication may be downloaded from the IPSASB 
website: www.ipsasb.org. The approved text is published in the English language. 

Guide for Respondents 
The IPSASB welcomes comments on all of the matters discussed in this Consultation Paper. Comments 
are most helpful if they indicate the specific paragraph or group of paragraphs to which they relate and 
contain a clear rationale. 

The Preliminary Views and Specific Matters for Comment in this Consultation Paper are provided below. 
Paragraph numbers identify the location of the Preliminary View or Specific Matter for Comment in the 
text. 

Preliminary View – Chapter 2 (following paragraph 2.9) 

Definitions are as follows: 

(a) Monetary authority is the entity or entities, including the central bank or a department(s) of the 
central (national) government, which carry out operations usually attributed to the central bank. 

(b) Reserve assets are those external assets held by monetary authorities that are readily available 
for balance of payments financing needs, intervention in the currency markets to affect exchange 
rates and maintaining confidence in the currency and the economy. 

Preliminary View – Chapter 3-1 (following paragraph 3.10) 

Definition is as follows: 

(a) Currency in Circulation is physical notes and coins with fixed and determinable values that are 
legal tender issued by, or on behalf of the monetary authority, that is, either that of an individual 
economy or, in a currency union to which the economy belongs. 

Preliminary View – Chapter 3-2 (following paragraph 3.28) 

(a) Notes and coins (currency) derive value because they are legal tender and accepted as a medium 
of exchange and therefore serve the same purpose and function in the economy. As the purpose 
and function of notes and coins is the same, the IPSASBs view is the accounting treatment should 
be consistent for both (as noted in paragraph 3.12), with the recognition of a liability when issued. 

Specific Matters for Comment – Chapter 3-1 (following paragraph 3.38) 
(a) When issuance of currency results in the recognition of revenue (approach 2), in your view, what is 

the appropriate financial statement in which to recognize revenue: 

(i) Statement of financial performance; or 
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(ii) Statement of net assets/equity? 

Please provide the reasons for your support of your preferred option, including the conceptual merits and 
weaknesses; the extent it addresses the objectives of financial reporting and how it provides useful 
information to users. 

Preliminary View – Chapter 4 (following paragraph 4.14) 

Definitions are as follows: 

(a) Monetary gold is tangible gold held by monetary authorities as reserve assets. 

(b) Tangible gold is physical gold that has a minimum purity of 995 parts per 1000. 

Specific Matters for Comment – Chapter 4-1 (following paragraph 4.50) 

(a) Should entities have the option to designate a measurement basis, based on their intentions in 
holding monetary gold assets (as noted in paragraphs 4.5-4.6)? 

Please provide the reasons for your support for or against allowing an option to designate a 
measurement basis based on intentions. 

Specific Matters for Comment – Chapter 4-2 (following paragraph 4.50) 

(a) Please describe when it would be appropriate to measure monetary gold assets at either: 

i. Market value; or 

ii. Historical cost? 

Please provide reasons for your views, including the conceptual merits and weaknesses of each 
measurement basis; the extent to which each addresses the objectives of financial reporting; and 
how each provides useful information. 

Preliminary View – Chapter 5-1 (following paragraph 5.11) 

Definitions are as follows: 

(a) The IMF Quota Subscription is the amount equal to the assigned quota, paid in full by the member 
on joining the IMF, and as adjusted subsequently. 

(b) SDR Holdings are International reserve assets created by the IMF and allocated to members to 
supplement reserves. 

(c) SDR Allocations are obligations which arise through IMF member’s participation in the SDR 
Department and that are related to the allocation of SDR holdings. 

Preliminary View – Chapter 5-2 (following paragraph 5.32) 

The IPSASBs view is that: 

(a) The IMF Quota Subscription satisfies the Conceptual Framework definition and should be 
recognized as an asset, with initial measurement at historical cost and subsequent measurement at 
net selling price. 

(b) SDR holdings satisfy the Conceptual Framework definition and should be recognized as an asset, 
with measurement at market value. 

(c) SDR allocation satisfy the Conceptual Framework definition and should be recognized as a liability, 
with measurement at market value. 
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1. Introduction and Objective 
1.1 IPSASs do not provide requirements or guidance on how to account for a number of monetary 

items that the IPSASB has termed “public sector specific financial instruments”. The lack of 
guidance for these transactions1 leads to reporting that is inconsistent between entities and may be 
inappropriate. As a result, users may not have the information they need for accountability and 
decision-making purposes. This lack of guidance is a significant gap in the IPSASB’s literature. 

1.2 This Consultation Paper (CP) is an important step in determining the appropriate reporting for 
public sector specific financial instruments. The CP considers the issues related to these 
instruments and possible approaches to accounting for them. The objective of the CP is to initiate a 
debate about matters such as: 

• The types of instruments considered to be in scope of the CP; and 

• Approaches to recognition and measurement. 

History of the Project 

1.3 The project 2  to develop IPSAS 28, Financial Instruments: Presentation, IPSAS 29, Financial 
Instruments: Recognition and Measurement, and IPSAS 30, Financial Instruments: Disclosures, 
identified several items3 which have public sector specific characteristics. Some items identified 
may meet the definition of a financial instrument, while others may not. The items identified during 
the initial financial instruments project as “public sector specific financial instruments” were:  

• Monetary gold; 

• Special Drawing Rights; 

• International Monetary Fund (IMF) Quota Subscription; 

• Currency in circulation; 

• Concessionary loans; and 

• Financial guarantee contracts. 

1.4 Two public sector specific issues—concessionary loans4 and financial guarantee contracts issued 
through non-exchange transactions5—were addressed in the application guidance in IPSAS 29. 
Both instruments meet the definition of a financial instrument. The guidance has been applicable 
since January 1, 2013.  

1.5 The IPSASB agreed to address the remaining issues through a further public sector specific 
financial instruments project. 

                                                      
1  In addition to the meaning of transactions from an accounting context, the use in the CP is also meant to include economic 

flows and stock positions from a government finance statistics perspective. 
2  The IPSASB has a separate project on its agenda to update the suite of IPSAS financial instruments standards (IPSAS 28–30). 
3  Some items identified as public sector specific financial instruments may satisfy the definition of a financial instrument as 

defined in IPSAS 28.9. 
4  IPSAS 29.AG84–AG90 contains application guidance related to accounting for concessionary loans. 
5  IPSAS 29.AG92–AG97 contains application guidance related to accounting for financial guarantees issued through a Non-

Exchange Transaction.  
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1.6 In December 2013, the IPSASB identified additional issues to those noted in paragraph 1.3—
statutory receivables, statutory payables and certain types of securitization transactions unique to 
the public sector. The IPSASB believes dealing with these topics is important to the public interest. 

1.7 The items included in this project have public interest implications because of their significance to 
the public sector and the service delivery objectives of public sector entities. These issues are 
important because they allow users to assess public sector entities’ ability to: 

• Deliver services effectively;  

• Manage the resources used and available to provide services; and 

• Manage liquidity and solvency.  

1.8 Some topics in scope of the CP apply to specific entities such as central banks, which may apply 
national standards or international standards for the private sector. Central banks are important to 
the public sector, and it is therefore important for the IPSASB to consider developing guidance for 
these entities. Central banks form part of the public sector as they are controlled and often 
consolidated into the financial accounts of the central government, regardless of whether they apply 
national standards or international standards for the private sector. 

1.9 The IPSASB decided to manage the project in phases. This CP deals with the topics which apply to 
central banks and central governments (or their equivalents). Securitization transactions unique to 
the public sector will be addressed in the project to update IPSAS 28–30: Financial Instruments. 
Statutory receivables and payables will be addressed in the IPSASB projects on revenue and non-
exchanges expenses. 

Approach taken in this CP 

1.10 The final output of this project has not been determined by the IPSASB. The project may lead to the 
development of a single standard or several standards and/or additional application guidance to 
existing standards. 

1.11 The CP for this phase of the project has the following structure: 

• Chapter 1: Introduction and Objective; 

• Chapter 2: General Definitions; 

• Chapter 3: Currency in Circulation; 

• Chapter 4: Monetary Gold; and 

• Chapter 5: IMF Quota Subscription and Special Drawing Rights.  

Conceptual Framework 

1.12 The Conceptual Framework was published in October 2014 and influences the CP in the following 
ways: 

• The objectives of financial reporting, the qualitative characteristics and the constraints on 
information included in general purpose financial reports (GPFRs), provide guidance 
necessary for assessing the needs of users and the attributes of such information in 
developing accounting considerations for each chapter;  
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• The definitions of elements and the recognition criteria provide guidance for evaluating 
transactions and determining whether they should be recognized in financial statements; 

• The measurement objective provides a framework for assessing the information needs of 
users and which measurement basis appropriately meet such needs; and  

• The concepts for presentation provide guidance on information selection, location and 
organization.  

Objectives of financial reporting and qualitative characteristics 

1.13 The objectives of financial reporting are set out in paragraph 2.1 of the Conceptual Framework. 

“The objectives of financial reporting by public sector entities are to provide information about the 
entity that is useful to users of GPFRs for accountability purposes and for decision-making 
purposes (hereafter referred to as “useful for accountability and decision-making purposes”).” 

1.14 The CP considers how well the options for accounting put forward in each chapter satisfy the 
objectives of financial reporting and meet users’ information needs. 

Objective of measurement 

1.15 The CP identifies viable measurement bases and assesses how well they meet the information 
needs of users. 

Presentation 

1.16 The CP does not propose specific requirements for presentation. These requirements are linked to 
decisions regarding the approach to recognition and measurement, and therefore will be 
determined once the IPSASB has considered the responses to this CP.  

Consideration of Government Finance Statistics (GFS) 

1.17 The IPSASB considers it important to reduce differences with the statistical basis of reporting where 
appropriate. The Preface to the Conceptual Framework states that the removal of differences 
between GFS reports and IPSAS financial statements can provide benefits to users in terms of 
report quality, timeliness and understandability. Further, the IPSASB has published a policy paper, 
Process for Considering GFS Reporting Guidelines during Development of IPSASs in February 
2014 6  (GFS Policy Paper), which has been considered in developing this CP. Appendix A: 
Government Finance Statistics, includes information on the main guidance considered from the 
applicable macroeconomic statistical manuals in developing the chapters in the CP.

                                                      
6  http://www.ifac.org/sites/default/files/publications/files/IPSASB-GFS-Policy-Paper.pdf 
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2. Chapter 2: General Definitions 
2.1 The proposed definitions7 in this chapter apply to more than one topic or transaction considered in 

the CP, and therefore have been included as a separate chapter. As noted in paragraph 1.8, this 
CP deals with topics and transactions which apply to central banks and central governments. Such 
entities are referred to as monetary authorities in this CP. 

2.2 The definitions in this chapter have been developed with consideration of the requirements of 
Government Finance Statistics. Appendix A: Government Finance Statistics, includes information 
on the main guidance considered from the applicable manuals. Based on that guidance, the 
proposed definitions below have been developed by the IPSASB. 

2.3 The proposed definition of monetary authority is as follows: 

“The entity or entities, including the central bank or a department(s) of the central (national) 
government, which carry out operations usually attributed to the central bank.”  

2.4 Monetary authorities have a broad mandate to oversee various aspects of the economy, such as 
the issuance and maintenance of currency, management of reserve assets, and operation and 
administration of exchange rate stabilization funds. In limited circumstances a monetary authority 
may be (or include) a regional entity, e.g. the European Central Bank. 

2.5 The proposed definition of reserve assets is as follows: 

“Are those external assets held by monetary authorities that are readily available for balance 
of payments financing needs, intervention in the currency markets to affect exchange rates 
and maintaining confidence in the currency and the economy.” 

2.6 External assets are those that have a foreign (nonresident) counterparty, when they have one. 
Because tangible gold is a physical asset, it does not have a counterparty. 

2.7 Reserve assets comprise monetary gold, foreign currency, highly liquid investments, and Special 
Drawing Rights (SDRs). 

2.8 To be effective, reserve assets must be readily available for trading. 

2.9 The reserve asset definition is a common and well understood concept for monetary authorities 
from a GFS reporting perspective. Therefore it is important to align the accounting definition with 
GFS to avoid unintended departures. 

                                                      
7  The definitions in the CP have been developed to reflect conventions included in IPSASs and discussions by the IPSASB 

related to the transactions in an accounting context. The IPSASB intends for these definition to have the same substance as 
guidance included in the various GFS manuals referenced. 

Preliminary View – Chapter 2 

Definitions are as follows: 

(a) Monetary authority is the entity or entities, including the central bank or a department(s) of 
the central (national) government, which carry out operations usually attributed to the central 
bank. 

(b) Reserve assets are those external assets held by monetary authorities that are readily 
available for balance of payments financing needs, intervention in the currency markets to 
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affect exchange rates and maintaining confidence in the currency and the economy. 
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3. Chapter 3: Currency in Circulation 

Chapter Objective 

3.1 The objective of this chapter is to discuss the IPSASB’s proposal that: 

An entity shall account for currency in circulation in a manner that helps users of its financial 
statements assess: 

• The impact of currency in circulation on the entity’s financial performance and financial 
position; 

• The nature and extent of risks arising from issuing currency in circulation, and how the 
entity manages those risks; and 

• The types of currency in circulation issued by the entity. 

Introduction 

3.2 Currency in circulation 8  comprises notes and coins. Although laws vary between jurisdictions, 
monetary authorities generally are responsible for maintaining currency in circulation9. 

3.3 This chapter of the CP considers the approaches to, and issues arising in, accounting for currency 
in circulation. The approaches identified relate to the type of currency, the stage in the production 
and issuance process, as well as any obligations arising from issuing currency in circulation. The 
objective is to initiate a debate about matters such as: 

(a) The different types of currency in circulation;  

(b) The accounting approaches for recognition and measurement of liabilities related to currency in 
circulation in order to provide the best information to users; and 

(c) The recognition of revenue for currency issued into circulation. 

Definition 

3.4 This section of the CP proposes a definition and guidance on the types of currency that may be 
included in any future guidance on accounting for currency in circulation. Appendix A: Government 
Finance Statistics, includes information on the main guidance considered from the applicable 
manuals in developing this chapter. Based on that guidance, the IPSASB proposes the following 
definition of currency in circulation. 

3.5 The proposed definition of Currency in Circulation is as follows: 

“Physical notes and coins with fixed and determinable values that are legal tender issued by, or on 
behalf of the monetary authority, that is, either that of an individual economy or, in a currency union 
to which the economy belongs.” 

3.6 Physical notes and coins issued as legal tender are a medium of payment, recognized by a legal 
system as a valid form of payment. 

                                                      
8  The concept of currency in circulation is linked to money supply, but this paper is not meant to cover the concepts of money 

supply or monetary policy, which have broader implications than accounting. 
9  In some jurisdictions the responsibility for currency is delegated to commercial banks. 
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3.7 Currency in circulation is issued by the monetary authority for the economy to which it belongs, 
such currency is referred to as domestic currency. Domestic currency is distinguished from foreign 
currency. Domestic currency is that which is legal tender in the economy and issued by the 
monetary authority (or third party) for that economy (the domestic monetary authority). Adoption of 
a foreign currency—that is, currency issued by a monetary authority outside of the domestic 
economy (a foreign monetary authority)—for use as legal tender in the domestic economy does not 
give rise to currency liabilities for the domestic monetary authority. In some cases, the domestic 
monetary authority issues domestic currency alongside the adopted foreign currency. Only the 
domestic currency gives rise to a liability for the domestic monetary authority. 

3.8 For example, some countries other than the United States of America (US), use the US dollar as 
legal tender. The adoption of the US dollar by a country other than the US is called dollarization. 
Dollarization is when a country officially or unofficially uses a foreign country’s currency as legal 
tender for conducting transactions. Usually a country will do so because of the greater stability in 
the value of the foreign currency over the domestic currency. Use of a foreign currency in this 
manner does not give rise to a liability for the domestic monetary authority. 

3.9 Currency unions consist of more than one economy and have a regional central decision-making 
body with the authority to conduct a single monetary policy and issue the legal tender of the area. 
That single currency is considered domestic currency for all the countries of the union. Such 
arrangements meet the definition of currency in circulation. 

3.10 A monetary authority may directly produce and issue currency, or it may use a third party to 
produce and/or issue currency. 

Accounting for Currency  

Nature of Currency 

3.11 Physical currency issued by the monetary authority comprises notes and coins. It is important to 
consider whether notes and coins have a different function or purpose, which may justify different 
accounting treatments. All physical currencies are now fiat currencies 10 and derive their value 
based on their acceptance as a medium of exchange. 

3.12 Notes and coins have different physical characteristics which may affect how long they last and 
their residual value if damaged. Because they are made of metals, coins often last longer and have 
some residual value compared to notes made from paper or plastic. However, notes and coins are 
used in the same manner for payments, as both are accepted as consideration equal to their face 
value in exchange for purchases. Thus the purpose and function are the same for notes and coins. 

                                                      
10  Currencies which have no intrinsic value. 

Preliminary View – Chapter 3-1 
(a) Currency in Circulation is physical notes and coins with fixed and determinable values 

that are legal tender issued by, or on behalf of the monetary authority, that is, either that 
of an individual economy or, in a currency union to which the economy belongs. 
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Currency Inventory 

3.13 Currency inventory comprises the cost of purchase of raw materials and related production costs 
including labor and overhead costs or the cost of purchasing notes and coins produced by a third 
party11. This CP takes the view that transactions related to the purchase and production of currency 
should be treated in accordance with IPSAS 12, Inventories12, and recognized accordingly. Under 
GFS, notes and coins in circulation are treated as liabilities at full face value of the issuer. The cost 
of producing the physical notes and coins is recorded as government expenditure and not netted 
against the receipts from issuing the currency. 

3.14 Where production costs exceed the face value13, the inventory value of currency recognized should 
be equal to the face value of the coins14. (See Appendix B & C, for examples of the transaction and 
journal entries related to the purchase of materials, production and distribution of currency, as well 
as adjustments for net realizable value of coins when cost exceeds face value). 

Issuance of Currency 

3.15 This section of the CP considers the different approaches for accounting for the issuance of 
currency. The approaches consider the guidance of the Conceptual Framework and are described 
below, with Approach 1: Liability starting from paragraph 3.18 and Approach 2: Revenue starting 
from paragraph 3.33. Appendix D summarizes the decision points in determining the appropriate 
accounting treatment when currency is issued. 

3.16 The amount of currency in circulation is driven by consumer demand for physical currency, and 
fluctuates during the year. For example, the demand may be higher during holidays and lower at 
other times. Typically, banks or other depository institutions maintain reserve accounts at the 
monetary authority, which recognizes a deposit liability for the amount of the reserve accounts.  
Currency in circulation increases when a bank or other depository institution requests and receives 
currency from the monetary authority in exchange for a reduction to its reserve account. Similarly, 
currency in circulation decreases when the bank or other depository institution returns currency to 
the monetary authority as a deposit to their reserve account. Exchanges of currency between the 
monetary authority and a bank or other depository institution, such as to replace damaged currency 
or exchange currency for different denominations, have no net effect on currency in circulation. 

3.17 The monetary base of an economy’s currency is the sum of the amount of physical currency in 
circulation and the reserve deposit balances banks and depository institutions hold with the 
monetary authority. The size of the monetary base is managed through monetary policy operations 
of the monetary authority and has a direct effect on interest and exchange rates denominated in 
that currency. 

                                                      
11  Some monetary authorities may outsource the production of notes and coins, in such cases purchases of finished notes and 

coins would be accounted for by applying IPSAS 12, Inventories. 
12  IPSAS 12.11 notes that inventories encompass goods purchased and held for resale… Inventories also encompass finished 

goods produced, or work-in-progress being produced, by the entity. Inventories also include (a) material and supplies waiting 
use in the production process, and (b) good purchased or produced by an entity… 

13  The issue of production costs exceeding face value is generally limited to smaller denominations of coins, which have low face 
values. 

14  IPSAS 12.15 states that inventories shall be measured at the lower of cost and net realizable value. 
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Approach 1: Liability  
3.18 This approach considers the Conceptual Framework guidance related to the recognition of a 

liability. Chapter Five of the Conceptual Framework includes the following: 

Definition 
5.14 A liability is: 

A present obligation of the entity for an outflow of resources that results from a past event. 

A Present Obligation 
5.15 Public sector entities can have a number of obligations. A present obligation is a legally 

binding obligation (legal obligation) or non-legally binding obligation, which an entity has little 
or no realistic alternative to avoid. Obligations are not present obligations unless they are 
binding and there is little or no realistic alternative to avoid an outflow of resources. 

Is there a liability—Factors to be Considered 

3.19 The key factors which determine recognition of a liability by an entity when currency is issued are 
discussed below: 

Has a past event occurred? 

3.20 The past event occurs when currency is issued into circulation by the entity. This is the most 
straight forward factor when examining if a liability should be recognized 

Does issuance of currency give rise to a present obligation? 

3.21 For legal obligations, a present obligation arises when legislation exist that set out requirements or 
other binding arrangements and responsibilities for monetary authorities in relation to currency in 
circulation. Such legislation can vary. However, such laws may include one or more of the following 
requirements or responsibilities of monetary authorities: 

(a) Exchange damaged currency for new currency; 

(b) Hold collateral for the amount of currency in circulation 

(c) Establish explicit claims against the assets of the monetary authority for the currency in 
circulation. 

Such laws may also include requirements and responsibilities to manage the amount of currency in 
an economy and carry out monetary policy with the objective of stable inflation and exchange rates. 

3.22 The key consideration is that the obligation must be legally enforceable 15 . The Conceptual 
Framework notes that enforceable obligations may arise from a variety of legal constructs and that 
exchange transactions are usually contractual in nature and therefore enforceable by law or an 
equivalent authority or arrangement. Issuance of currency is an exchange transaction because 
consideration is received equal to the cumulative face value of the currency issued. 

3.23 When laws and regulations exist and set out the requirements and responsibilities of monetary 
authorities, a legal obligation is present and therefore it is appropriate to consider if a legal liability 
should be recognized. 

                                                      
15  Conceptual Framework, paragraph 5.20. 
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3.24 The absence of currency laws and regulations that establish responsibilities and requirements for 
monetary authorities indicates that an entity does not have a present legal obligation. The entity 
therefore considers if a non-legally binding obligation may be present. In order for a non-legally 
binding obligation to give rise to a liability there must be: 

• An indication to others that the entity will accept certain responsibilities; 

• The creation of a valid expectation; as well as 

• Little or no realistic alternative to avoid an outflow of resources. 

3.25 The three factors should not be considered in isolation. They are inter-related. An entity must give a 
sufficiently precise indication to others that the entity will accept the responsibilities in relation to 
currency. This indication creates a valid expectation that the entity will discharge those 
responsibilities. The result of creating that valid expectation is that the entity has little or no realistic 
alternative to avoid an outflow of resources. 

Indication to others that the entity will accept certain responsibilities 

The Conceptual Framework16 considers what actions might indicate to others that an entity will 
accept certain responsibilities. It gives the examples of past practice, published policies and 
sufficiently specific current statements, whilst noting that announcements made in the early stages 
of implementing a policy are unlikely to give rise to non-legally binding obligations. In the case of 
currency in circulation, it is likely to be past practice (for example, redeeming damaged currency) 
that indicates a willingness to accept certain responsibilities. 

Creation of a valid expectation 

For a valid expectation to be created, announcements that an entity will accept certain 
responsibilities need to be sufficiently precise and certain. Policies that are enshrined in legislation 
are more likely to create a valid expectation prior to an individual satisfying the entitlement 
requirements. 

Does the entity have little or no realistic alternative to avoid an outflow of resources? 

3.26 For a legal obligation, there is likely to be an outflow of resources required to discharge those 
obligations 17 when a past event has given rise to a present obligation and so the Conceptual 
Framework definition of a liability appears to have been satisfied. 

3.27 Interpreting this requirement in the context of non-legally binding obligations is difficult. However, 
the IPSASB is of the view that, when the entity has a past practice of redeeming currency when 
presented by holders in the absence of a legal obligation to do so, this establishes that the entity 
has little or no realistic alternative to avoid an outflow of resources. 

Conclusion on Recognition 

3.28 The IPSASB’s view is that the issuance of currency satisfies the definition of a liability in the 
Conceptual Framework and recognition criteria, when a present obligation exists as described in 
either paragraphs 3.23 or 3.24. If the monetary authority assess that a present obligation does not 

                                                      
16  Conceptual Framework, paragraph 5.23. 
17  Regardless of the specific terms of currency laws, monetary authorities will incur costs to meet the legal requirements. 
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exist, because of the absence of a legal or a non-legally binding obligation, it should then assess 
whether it is appropriate to recognize revenue in accordance with approach 2 described starting 
from 3.33. 

Measurement of the liability 

3.29 This section considers the measurement of any liability recognized using Approach 1. Chapter 7 of 
the Conceptual Framework discusses a number of measurement bases for liabilities and provides 
guidance for selecting an appropriate measurement basis by considering the nature of the liability 
and settlement options available. 

3.30 The IPSASB believes that the following measurement bases from the Conceptual Framework may 
be appropriate: Historical Cost, Cost of Fulfillment, and Market Value18 as explained below: 

(a) Historical Cost is defined as: The consideration received to assume an obligation, which is 
the cash or cash equivalents or the value of other consideration received, at the time the 
liability is incurred. The liability is incurred when currency is issued. The monetary authority 
receives consideration equal to the face value of the currency issued. Therefore, if historical 
cost is the basis used, measurement is appropriate at the cumulative face value of the 
currency issued. 

(b) Cost of Fulfillment is defined as: The costs that the entity will incur in fulfilling the obligations 
represented by the liability, assuming it does so in the least costly manner. When 
measurement on this basis is dependent on uncertain future events, which might be the case 
in the context of currency in circulation, then all possible outcomes should be taken into 
account. However, the least costly manner to fulfill the obligation would likely be based on the 
cost of producing the expected amount of future currency needed, and not the cumulative 
face value of all currency issued. This indicates that measurement using cost of fulfillment is 
limited to the expected cost of producing currency. 

(c) Market Value is defined as: The amount for which a liability could be settled between 
knowledgeable, willing parties in an arm’s length transaction. This may also be appropriate, 
as the cumulative face value of currency issued, is redeemed for an equal amount of 
currency, or other consideration. 

3.31 The nature of the obligation which gives rise to the liability (legal vs. non-legally binding), may 
impact which measurement bases are appropriate.  

(a) A present legal obligation, arising from a contract or similar arrangement appears appropriate 
to be measured at historical cost or market value. The legal nature of the liability indicates 

                                                      
18  The IPSASB does not believe that Cost of Release and Assumption Price measurement bases are appropriate in the context of 

measuring currency in circulation since the monetary authority cannot be released from, nor transfer, its obligations. 

Preliminary View – Chapter 3-2 
(a) Notes and coins (currency), derive value because they are legal tender and accepted 

as a medium of exchange and therefore serve the same purpose and function in the 
economy. As the purpose and function of notes and coins is the same (as noted in 
paragraph 3.12), the IPSASBs view is the accounting treatment should be consistent 
for both, with the recognition of a liability when issued. 
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that settlement is expected at the amount legally enforceable by law. Regardless of whether 
historical cost or market value are more appropriate, the actual amount of the liability is 
equal. Because measurement at either historical cost or market value gives rise to liabilities 
equal to the cumulative face value of currency issued by the monetary authority. 

(b) Non-legally binding obligations arising because of past practices and an expectation of an 
outflow of resources may be more appropriately measured using the cost of fulfillment. This 
is because the future settlement of currency in circulation is uncertain in both time (when it 
will be redeemed) and amount (how much currency will be redeemed) will be settled. 
Considering the nature of this type of non-legally binding obligation, cost of fulfillment would 
seem appropriate. It could be argued that a legal obligation related to currency in circulation, 
also has the same uncertainty in terms of timing and amount of currency to be redeemed. 
However, the key difference is the contractual nature of currency in this case means that the 
obligations are enforceable by law. 

3.32 If the monetary authority assess that a present obligation does not exist, because of the absence of 
a legal or a non-legally binding obligation, it should then assess whether it is appropriate to 
recognize revenue in accordance with approach 2 described starting from paragraph 3.33. 

Approach 2: Revenue  
3.33 This approach considers the Conceptual Framework guidance related to the recognition of revenue.  

Definitions relating to Revenue and Ownership Contributions 

3.34 Chapter Five of the Conceptual Framework includes the following: 
 

Definition 
5.29 Revenue is: 

Increases in the net financial position of the entity, other than increases arising from 
ownership contributions.  

5.31 Revenue and expense arise from exchange and non-exchange transactions, other events 
such as unrealized increases and decreases in the value of assets and liabilities, and the 
consumption of assets through depreciation and erosion of service potential and ability to 
generate economic benefits through impairments. Revenue and expense may arise from 
individual transactions or groups of transactions. 

5.33 Ownership contributions are: 

Inflows of resources to an entity, contributed by external parties in their capacity as owners, 
which establish or increase an interest in the net financial position of the entity. 

3.35 Issuance of currency by monetary authorities is an exchange transaction that results in inflows from 
external parties to the monetary authorities and an increase in net financial position. Therefore, 
according to the guidance of the Conceptual Framework, issuance of currency would qualify as 
revenue, as long as that issuance is not considered an ownership contribution. However, it is 
unlikely that those external parties are acting in an ownership capacity or establishing an interest in 
the net financial position of the entity. When an external party acquires currency, it obtains a fixed 
amount of currency for a fixed amount of consideration. The external party does not acquire an 
interest in the net financial position of the monetary authority. 
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3.36 Therefore, if Approach 1 does not result in the recognition of a liability, then the issuance of 
currency should be recognized in the financial statements as revenue because the definition of 
revenue is satisfied. 

3.37 Requirements for presentation are not considered in this CP as noted in paragraph 1.16. However, 
under the revenue approach a possibility exists to recognize revenue in the statement of financial 
performance or directly in the statement of net assets/equity. The Conceptual Framework leaves 
open the possibility that revenue could be directly recognized in the statement of net assets/equity 
at the standards level. This might be the case, for example, if it was determined that the revenue is 
not attributable to the period covered by the financial statements. Therefore, the IPSASB has 
proposed SMC 3-1 to obtain constituents views. 

Conclusion on Recognition 

3.38 The IPSASB’s view is that when the issuance of currency does not satisfy the definition of a liability 
in the Conceptual Framework and recognition criteria, it should be recognized as revenue. 

Specific Matters for Comment – Chapter 3-1 
(a) When issuance of currency results in the recognition of revenue (approach 2), in your view, 

what is the appropriate financial statement in which to recognize revenue: 

(i) Statement of financial performance; or 

(ii) Statement of net assets/equity? 

Please provide the reasons for your support of your preferred option, including the conceptual 
merits and weaknesses; the extent it addresses the objectives of financial reporting and how it 
provides useful information to users. 

Measurement 

3.39 The IPSASB’s view it that it is appropriate to measure revenue at the cumulative face value of 
currency issued, which is equal to the amount of consideration received. 

Consistency with Current IPSASs 

3.40 Based on preliminary view 3-2, Approach 1 (Liability) is consistent with current IPSASs. 
Recognizing a liability based on the requirements of legislation (legal obligation) for currency in 
circulation or a past practice of redeeming currency by the monetary authority (constructive 
obligation) is consistent with IPSAS 19, Provisions, Contingent Liabilities, and Contingent Assets, 
which requires that a provision shall be recognized when: (a) An entity has a present obligation 
(legal or constructive) as a result of a past event; (b) It is probable that an outflow of resources 
embodying economic benefits or service potential will be required to settle the obligation; and (c) A 
reliable estimate can be made of the amount of the obligation. If these conditions are not met, no 
provision shall be recognized.19.  

3.41 Approach 1 is also consistent with IPSAS 28 Financial Instruments: Presentation, which defines a 
financial liability as a liability that is a contractual obligation to deliver cash or another financial 

                                                      
19  However, for the case when an obligation is not recognized, IPSAS 19 provides guidance on contingent liabilities (defined in 

IPSAS 19.18). IPSAS 19 states contingent liabilities shall not be recognized and should instead be disclosed unless the 
possibility of an outflow or resources embodying economic benefits or service potential is remote. 
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asset to another entity. Because of laws and regulations which compel monetary authorities to 
redeem currency when presented by holders, such an obligation in the view of the IPSASB, has the 
characteristics of a financial liability. IPSAS 28.AG10 explicitly states that IPSAS 28 does not 
address currency issued as legal tender from the perspective of the issuer. However, currency 
does appear to qualify as a financial liability. IPSAS 29 Financial Instruments: Recognition and 
Measurement sets out requirements for recognition and subsequent measurement for financial 
liabilities as follows:  

(a) Financial liabilities at amortized cost, are initially recognized and measured at fair value plus 
transaction costs, and subsequently measured at amortized cost; and  

(b) Financial liabilities classified as fair value through surplus or deficit are initially recognized at 
fair value with transaction costs expensed as incurred in the statement of financial 
performance with subsequent measurement at fair value.  

3.42 Accounting for currency at amortized cost, is inappropriate, as currency does not have maturity 
dates or interest payments. Therefore, accounting for currency liabilities at fair value through 
surplus or deficit is appropriate. This would result in measurement at face value.  

3.43 The IPSASB considered if currency liabilities are an equity instrument, rather than a financial 
liability. IPSAS 28 defines an equity instrument as any contract that evidences a residual interest in 
the assets of an entity after deducting all of its liabilities. Currency only gives the holder a claim to 
the face value of the currency held. It does not give any rights to any additional residual or variable 
interest in the monetary authority. Therefore, accounting for currency in circulation as an equity 
instrument is inappropriate. This is consistent with the analysis in approach 2, where it was 
determined that issuance of currency does not give rise to ownership contributions (equity 
contribution). 
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4. Chapter 4: Monetary Gold 

Chapter Objective 

4.1 The objective of this chapter is to discuss the IPSASB’s proposal that: 

An entity shall account for monetary gold in a manner that helps users of its financial statements 
assess: 

(a) The types (different categories and characteristics) of monetary gold held by the entity; 

(b) The impact of monetary gold on the entity’s financial performance and financial position; and 

(c) The nature and extent of risks arising from holding monetary gold, and how the entity 
manages those risks. 

Introduction 

4.2 Physical gold has a long history as a reserve asset. Historically, currency was produced from 
precious metals (typically gold and silver). As economies advanced, paper money became more 
prevalent; however, it would typically be exchangeable for a precious metal. Gold played a more 
direct role in the monetary system until the early 1970s, when the US dollar20, was allowed to float 
freely. Although currencies are no longer linked to gold, central banks and governments continue to 
hold physical gold, because it has intrinsic value and there is a global liquid market for it.  

4.3 Monetary authorities hold gold as a reserve asset. The unique characteristics of gold make it an 
important reserve asset for such entities, for the following reasons: 

• Economic security—Gold does not deteriorate or decay. It has a high density, so small 
amounts have high value. It is physical and therefore is not a liability of another party (no 
counterparty risk); 

• Risk diversification—Gold is transacted in a large global market, but a unique market to those 
of other reserve assets (gold markets often move inversely to key global currency markets, 
such as the US dollar); 

• Confidence—Currency is no longer backed or exchangeable for gold. However, confidence in 
currency and monetary authorities often can be linked to gold holdings; and  

• Asset available for unexpected liquidity needs—In periods of uncertainty, high inflation or 
large negative economic events, gold becomes a critical asset as it can be sold for foreign 
currency reserves, used directly for international payments or as collateral for borrowings. 

4.4 Accounting for monetary gold is inconsistent by monetary authorities, with a range of measurement 
bases used. The CP considers the approaches to, and issues arising in, accounting for monetary 
gold. The objective is to initiate a debate about matters such as: 

(a) The nature of different types of gold assets and how they are used by monetary authorities; and 

(b) The appropriate way to measure monetary gold assets in order to provide the best information 
to users. 

                                                      
20  The US dollar was the last currency which was exchangeable for a fixed amount of gold. 
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4.5 To achieve this objective, it is important to identify the intentions for which monetary authorities hold 
monetary gold as reserve assets. The two main intentions identified are as follows: 

(a) Intention 1: Monetary gold intended to be held for its contribution to financial capacity 
because of its ability to be sold, in the global liquid gold trading markets. Therefore, 
information on the current market value of gold is important; and 

(b) Intention 2: Monetary gold intended to be held for an indeterminate period of time, because it 
provides confidence in the monetary authority’s financial strength and ability to carry out its 
activities. There may be prohibitions or restrictions placed on these monetary authorities 
which limit the ability to sell monetary gold assets. Therefore, when monetary gold is held 
with this intention, the quantity and the price paid to acquire it is important. 

4.6 The CP identifies two approaches to accounting for monetary gold, both linked to the above 
intentions. In assessing these approaches, the IPSASB will consider how well they satisfy the 
qualitative characteristics (QCs) set out in the Conceptual Framework, the objectives of financial 
reporting and meeting users’ information needs. 

Definitions 

4.7 This section of the CP proposes a definition of monetary gold and whether certain transactions 
meet the definition of monetary gold. Appendix A: Government Finance Statistics, includes 
information on the main guidance considered from the applicable manuals in developing this 
chapter. Based on that guidance, the IPSASB proposes the definitions set out below. However, 
certain terms used in the statistical guidance, such as the reference to monetary gold being a 
financial asset21 have not been included in the proposed definitions, because monetary gold does 
not meet the IPSAS definition of a financial asset because of its physical nature. 

4.8 The proposed definition of monetary gold is as follows: 

“Tangible gold held by monetary authorities as reserve assets.” 

4.9 The definition is restricted to those gold assets held by monetary authorities as reserve assets, as 
these are the assets available to monetary authorities in carrying out their mandates. Gold assets 
not held by monetary authorities or those held by monetary authorities but not as reserve assets, 
would not be considered to be held to assist in achieving the core mandate of monetary authorities 
and therefore are not within the definition. 

4.10 The proposed definition of tangible gold is as follows: 

“Physical gold that has a minimum purity of 995 parts per 1000.” 

4.11 Gold which does not meet the minimum purity requirements of 995 parts per 1000 is not considered 
to be in saleable form, according to the internationally accepted rules22 for trading on markets and 
exchanges. In addition to meeting the minimum purity requirement of 995/1000, assets should also 

                                                      
21  IPSAS 29.9 states a financial asset is any asset that is: (a) Cash; (b) An equity instrument of another entity; (c) A contractual 

right: (i) To receive cash or another financial asset from another entity; or (ii) To exchange financial assets or liabilities with 
another entity under conditions that are potentially favorable to the entity; or (d) A contract that will or may be settled in the 
entity’s own equity instruments; or (i) A non-derivative for which the entity is or may be obliged to receive a variable number of 
the entity’s own equity instruments; or (ii) A derivative that will or may be settled other than by the exchange of a fixed number 
of the entity’s own equity instruments…  

22  The rules of the London Bullion Exchange set the international standard for transacting in physical gold. 
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be in a form which facilitates a timely transaction, meaning a form 23 of tangible gold which is 
quantifiable24, in a standard size and form. 

4.12 Contracts which permit settlement in physical gold may meet the definition of monetary gold, as 
discussed in paragraphs 3.20 (c) because, in some instances, monetary authorities hold these 
types of financial instruments with the intention of taking physical delivery of gold. 

4.13 Monetary gold is one particular type of reserve asset. It is held by monetary authorities for its 
intrinsic value as a precious metal and because a global liquid trading market exists. Monetary gold 
is similar to foreign exchange holdings, another key type of reserve asset. Therefore, monetary 
gold has an economic substance that differs from gold holdings held for other purposes such as 
use in operations, manufacturing or because such holdings have historical or cultural significance.25  

4.14 The definition excludes other precious metals (silver or platinum). Unlike gold, non-gold precious 
metals are not considered a store of value, or as a medium for international payments, in the 
manner that gold is. Because of this monetary authorities do not hold non-gold precious metals as 
reserve assets. The IPSASB noted that none of the monetary authority financial statements 
examined accounted for or disclosed any holdings of precious metals, other than gold. 

Analysis of transactions which satisfy the definition of monetary gold 

4.15 Monetary gold guidance should only cover those items which satisfy the definitions set out above. 
The following types of gold assets should be included: 

• Gold held directly by monetary authorities or in allocated and unallocated gold accounts; 

• Commemorative and legal tender gold coins; and 

• Some financial instruments which allow for physical settlement in gold on demand and for 
which monetary authorities have the intention of taking physical delivery.  

These are discussed in the following paragraphs. 

4.16 Gold can be held directly by monetary authorities or with a third party in an allocated or unallocated 
gold account; as explained below: 

(a) Gold held directly by monetary authorities, that satisfies the tangible gold definition and is 
held for use as a reserve asset; satisfies the definition of monetary gold; 

                                                      
23  A specific standardized shape and size of gold asset is not proposed, as there are many different standards for shapes and 

sizes used in various gold markets globally. 
24  Physical gold sold by central banks and refineries, are normally in bar form and stamped with identifiable markings noting 

weight, purity and where gold was produced or refined. 

25  Some monetary authorities may hold physical gold for the purpose of facilitating trading with banks or commodity brokers. 
Monetary authorities may also hold physical gold to manufacture products to sell. 

Preliminary View – Chapter 4 
The key definitions are as follows: 

(a) Monetary gold is tangible gold held by monetary authorities as reserve assets. 

(b) Tangible gold is physical gold that has a minimum purity of 995 parts per 1000. 
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(b) Gold held in an allocated account is gold—is that which is held for safekeeping with a third 
party. Gold assets in allocated accounts are specifically identified and segregated in the third 
party’s storage facilities. Monetary authorities have the right to demand delivery of their 
specific gold assets, or to instruct the third party to undertake transactions on their behalf. 
The rights and obligations of owning the gold assets have not been transferred, as the third 
party is an agent providing safekeeping services. Therefore gold held in an allocated 
account, meets the definition of monetary gold; and 

(c) Gold held in an unallocated account is gold which is deposited by the monetary authority with 
a third party (in a manner similar to how cash is deposited at a bank). Deposits of gold assets 
are not segregated or identified. Monetary authorities have the right to request delivery26 of 
their deposits. Such gold deposits have different risks than those held directly by monetary 
authorities or in allocated accounts. However, such deposits are still denominated in gold and 
allow for the delivery of a specific quantity. Therefore, gold assets held in unallocated 
accounts meet the definition of monetary gold. 

4.17 Gold can be held as, either as commemorative gold coins or as legal tender gold coins, as 
described below: 

(a) Commemorative gold coins derive their value based on the gold content or the numismatic27 
value. Commemorative gold coins are not legal tender and are not considered to be currency 
in circulation. The value of such coins may be greater than the intrinsic value of the gold. 
Because of this, monetary authorities may be less likely to use these as reserve assets, as it 
would be unlikely for such coins to be sold through the gold commodity markets, given higher 
values could be achieved through other non-commodity markets. However, when monetary 
authorities hold commemorative gold coins as reserve assets, they meet the definition of 
monetary gold. Alternatively, when they are held because of their numismatic value or used 
for purposes other than as reserve assets, they do not satisfy the definition of monetary gold; 
and 

(b) Gold coins may be legal tender in a particular jurisdiction – examples include the Canadian 
Maple Leaf and Chinese Panda gold coins. The legal tender face value is less than the value 
of the gold content in the coins. Such coins are legal tender and therefore currency in 
circulation. Some legal tender gold coins do not contain a high enough gold content to satisfy 
the requirements of the definition of monetary gold28. However, those legal tender gold coins 
which satisfy the purity requirements and are held as reserve assets meet the monetary gold 
definition. 

4.18 A range of investment products and securities linked and/or backed with gold exist. The main 
categories are discussed below:  

                                                      
26  Similar to cash held by banks as deposits, banks holding monetary gold in unallocated gold accounts would not in the normal 

course of operations hold enough gold to deliver to all depositors on demand. This is one of the risks and key differences 
between gold held in allocated gold accounts versus unallocated gold accounts.  

27  Numismatic value is the value of money or coins, based on collector value, as opposed to the face value or underlying value of 
precious metals they are comprised of. 

28  The South African Krugerand, American Gold Eagle and British Britannia are all legal tender gold coins. However, their gold 
content is lower than the definition requirements of 995/1000. 
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(a) Gold loans are debt instruments where gold is used as collateral. These types of instruments 
are not monetary gold as they do not meet the monetary gold definition, because these are 
liabilities. Further, the fact that the loan is secured by gold, does not mean that it is available 
to use as reserve assets by monetary authorities and therefore does not satisfy the definition 
of monetary gold; 

(b) Gold exchange traded funds (ETFs) are securities (investment instruments) traded on public 
markets which are linked to an underlying amount of gold, to the market price of gold, or 
which hold underlying securities of entities that produce gold. Gold ETFs are financial 
instruments, as they result from a contract, which gives rise to a financial asset of one entity 
and a financial liability or equity instrument of another entity. The majority of these types of 
instruments should be accounted for as financial instruments using IPSAS 28–30. However, 
instruments which allow settlement in gold on demand, held by the monetary authority as 
reserve assets with the intention of taking delivery of gold, would satisfy the definition of 
monetary gold29; 

(c) Gold forward/futures are contracts for the exchange of a quantity of gold at a future date at a 
specified price. These are financial instruments as they result from a contract, which gives 
rise to a financial asset of one entity and a financial liability or equity instrument of another 
entity. In some instances, monetary authorities may hold such instruments with the intention 
of taking physical delivery of gold. When these instruments allow for settlement in on demand 
and the monetary authority has the intention of taking delivery of gold, these would satisfy the 
monetary gold definition; and 

(d) Gold equities are common and preferred shares of companies which generate revenue 
through the exploration, development and mining of gold. These are financial instruments as 
they result from a contract, which gives rise to a financial asset of one entity and a financial 
liability or equity instrument of another entity. The value of such gold equities is related to the 
market price of the shares, influenced by the performance of the combined operations of the 
entity, and are not an investment in an underlying amount of gold (or that may permit 
settlement in gold). Therefore, gold equities are financial instruments and IPSAS 28–30 
which would be unlikely to satisfy the definition of monetary gold. 

4.19 Gold antiques are cultural and historical items which contain gold. These items have value arising 
from their gold content, as well as their historical and/or cultural value. Gold antiques are likely to 
be held by government entities because of their cultural and/or historical significance and are 
unlikely to be held as reserve assets. Even if such items are held by monetary authorities and the 
gold items meet the purity requirements, it is unlikely they would be in saleable form and therefore 
would not satisfy the definition requirements30. 

                                                      
29  the IPSASB view is that any instrument that allows for delivery of a fixed quantity of physical gold, which are held by monetary 

authorities as reserve assets, could meet the scope exclusion of IPSAS 29.4: which states:...contracts to buy or sell a non-
financial item that can be settled net in cash or another financial instrument, or by exchanging financial instruments, as if the 
contracts were financial instruments, with the exception of contracts that were entered into and continue to be held for the 
purpose of the receipt or delivery of a non-financial item in accordance with the entity’s expected purchase, sale, or usage 
requirements. 

30  In 2015 the IPSASB has initiated a project to consider accounting for Heritage Items. 
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Accounting Considerations 

Key Guidance from the Conceptual Framework 

4.20 This CP considers the guidance of the Conceptual Framework as applied to monetary gold 
transactions:  

6.2 The recognition criteria are that: 

• An item satisfies the definition of an element; and 

• Can be measured in a way that achieves the qualitative characteristics and takes 
account of constraints on information in GPFRs. 

Definitions 
5.6 An asset is: 

A resource presently controlled by the entity as a result of a past event. 

… 

Presently Controlled by the Entity 

5.11 An entity must have control of the resource. Control of the resource entails the ability of the 
entity to use the resource (or direct other parties on its use) so as to derive the benefit of the 
service potential or economic benefits embodied in the resource in the achievement of its 
service delivery or other objectives. 

5.12 In assessing whether it presently controls a resource, an entity assesses whether the 
following indicators of control exist: 

• Legal ownership;  

• Access to the resource, or the ability to deny or restrict access to the resource; 

• The means to ensure that the resource is used to achieve its objectives; and 

• The existence of an enforceable right to service potential or the ability to generate 
economic benefits arising from a resource. 

       While these indicators are not conclusive determinants of whether control exists, 
identification and analysis of them can inform that decision. 

Factors to be Considered—Recognition 

4.21 The Conceptual Framework notes that items are recognized as assets when they satisfy the 
definition of an element and can be measured and requires consideration of the following: 

• Has a past event occurred? 

• Does the transaction give rise to a resource (noting that a resource is an item with service 
potential or the ability to generate economic benefits)? 

• Does the entity presently control that resource (indicating that control of the resource entails 
the ability of the entity to use the resource to derive benefits from the service potential or 
economic benefits)? 

4.22 For monetary gold, the past event occurs when it is acquired. Monetary gold is a resource, because 
it can be sold to generate economic benefits or held for its service potential. Because of the 
physical nature of monetary gold, a monetary authority either physically controls the asset by taking 
possession, stores the gold with an agent for safekeeping or is a party to a financial instrument that 
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allows for settlement in physical gold. Control can be exercised whether the gold is held directly by 
the entity or not. 

Conclusion on Recognition 

4.23 Monetary gold satisfies the definition of an asset because it is a resource that provides economic 
benefits and service potential, and it is presently controlled. 

Factors to be Considered—Measurement 

4.24 Chapter 7 on measurement in the Conceptual Framework, paragraph 7.2, states the objective of 
measurement is to select those measurement bases that most fairly reflect the cost of services, 
operational capacity and financial capacity of the entity in a manner that is useful in holding the 
entity to account and for decision-making purposes. Paragraph 7.3 further elaborates that selection 
of a measurement basis contributes to meeting the objectives of financial reporting in the public 
sector by providing information that enables users to assess:  

(a) The cost of services provided in the period in historical or current terms; 

(b) Operational capacity—the capacity of the entity to support the provision of services in future 
periods through physical and other resources; and 

(c) Financial capacity—the capacity of the entity to continue to fund its activities. 

4.25 The nature of monetary gold and its use by monetary authorities for reserve purposes means that 
information on the contribution to financial capacity is relevant. Monetary gold is not used directly in 
operations or to directly provide services, like other tangible assets. However, the acquisition cost 
and information on cost of services, provides relevant information for users, when monetary gold 
assets are intended to be held for an indeterminate period of time. 

4.26 Measurement bases that provide information on financial capacity are relevant, because they 
enable users to assess the ability of monetary authorities to provide stability and liquidity into the 
monetary system or to fund its activities. Monetary authorities may have different intentions for 
holding monetary gold, which impacts whether information on financial capacity is useful to users.  

4.27 Measurement bases that provide information on cost of service may also be relevant, when 
monetary authorities have the intention of holding gold assets for an indeterminate period of time. 
Because they enable users to assess the cost of acquiring monetary gold assets and holding them. 
Only when monetary gold assets are sold or impaired will their impact on costs of services be 
recognized in the statement of financial performance which may provide users with useful 
information. 

4.28 Monetary authorities have a variety of different reserve assets available for use to achieve their 
objectives. Depending on management of such reserves by monetary authorities, monetary gold 
may be held for a specific intention, as discussed in paragraph 4.5. If monetary gold is held for 
trading purposes, such as use for international payments, to influence the money supply and/or to 
provide liquidity and stability to the economy, then a measurement basis which provides information 
on financial capacity may be relevant. 

4.29 Alternatively, if the intention is to hold monetary gold for an indeterminate period, because it 
provides confidence in the in ability of monetary authorities to carry out their activities, then a 
measurement basis which provides information on cost of services may be relevant.  
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4.30 Monetary authorities currently measure monetary gold either on a historical cost basis, or fair 
value/market value basis31. A smaller group of monetary authorities also use a statutory rate32. 
While statutory rates and their application vary between jurisdictions, monetary authorities using 
this method have a common aim of reducing the volatility caused by changes in gold prices. Use of 
a statutory rate is not a basis discussed in the Conceptual Framework. 

4.31 The IPSASB considered the Conceptual Framework and noted that of the six potential bases 
available, only market value in an open, active and orderly market and historical cost are practical 
to consider33:  

(a) Market value in an open, active and orderly market, as it is a current value measurement 
basis which provides users with the information required to assess the ability of monetary 
gold to contribute to the financial capacity of monetary authorities. 

(b) Historical cost, as it is an entry value which provides information on the resources exchanged 
to acquire monetary gold assets, which are available to provide services in future periods. 
Such information allows users to assess the minimum service potential monetary gold assets 
can provide to monetary authorities.  

4.32 The Conceptual Framework paragraph 7.4 states, that selection of a measurement basis also 
includes an evaluation of the extent to which the information provided achieves the Qualitative 
Characteristics (QCs). The IPSASB determined that historical cost and market value in open, active 
and orderly market are the appropriate measurement bases available for consideration. These are 
considered further in the following paragraphs. 

Approach 1: Market value in an open, active and orderly market 

4.33 An assessment of the information provided by measuring monetary gold at market value for each of 
the QCs is summarized as follows: 

(a) Relevance—Market value is a relevant measure that provides information on the contribution 
of monetary gold to financial capacity; 

(b) Faithful Representation—Market value provides a faithfully representative view of the 
financial capacity monetary gold provides as it represents the exit value and is an objective 
price, available in a transparent, liquid market. Market value is also an entry value, because 
of the open, active and orderly market for gold, and therefore provides a faithfully 
representative view of operational capacity as well; 

(c) Understandability—Market value information is understandable; the valuation of monetary 
gold using a spot rate is not complex; 

                                                      
31  Only measurement bases consistent with the Conceptual Frameworks’ guidelines are discussed, which is why a statutory rate, 

is not referred to here. 
32  Two examples of monetary authorities using statutory rates to measure monetary gold are the US Federal Reserve Bank and 

the South African Reserve bank. The US Federal Reserve measures monetary gold at the statutory rate set by law at $42.22 
per fine troy ounce. The South African Reserve Bank measures monetary gold at the market price taken at 14:30 on the 
reporting date. 

33  The IPSASB does not believe that Market Value in an inactive market, replacement cost, net selling price and value in use 
measurement bases are appropriate in the context of measuring monetary gold since there is an active gold market, the gold is 
not consumed in operations and is not used in a specialized way. 
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(d) Timeliness—Market value provides measurement information in a timely manner. The gold 
markets are transparent and prices are available in real time. Information required for 
financial statements can be prepared quickly using simple calculations; 

(e) Comparability—Market value provides measurement information which allows direct 
comparability of monetary gold assets with other assets, and between different monetary 
authorities; and 

(f) Verifiability—Market value provides information which is verifiable, because there is an open, 
active and orderly market. 

4.34 Measurement of monetary gold at market value gives rise to two further issues—accounting for 
changes in value and transaction costs. The IPSASB considered the Conceptual Framework in 
developing the accounting alternatives for each issue. Additionally, relevant IPSAS standards are 
also considered. 

4.35 Market value measurement requires monetary gold assets recognized in the statement of financial 
position to be revalued based on the spot rate. This provides users information to assess the 
financial capacity of monetary authorities. However, it does give rise to the issue of the appropriate 
place to recognize unrealized (and therefore possibly temporary) gains and losses, attributable to 
revaluations. There are different approaches for dealing with the recognition of unrealized losses. 
One approach is to recognize all gains and losses in the statement of financial performance. 
Another approach is to recognize unrealized gains or losses directly in net financial position (net 
assets/equity), until realized. 

4.36 Some may view recognition of all gains and losses due to changes in value in the statement of 
financial performance to be appropriate because IPSAS 1 requires this, unless a specific IPSAS 
states otherwise. Further, Chapter 7 of the Conceptual Framework notes the following: revenue 
from providing services reported in the financial statements is measured on the basis of prices 
current in the reporting period. Thus the surplus or deficit for the period includes prices movements 
that take place over the period during which assets and liabilities are held, and no profit or loss is 
reported on the sale of an asset. Where the asset is traded on an open, active and orderly market, 
the existence of the market provides assurance that the entity would be able to realize the market 
value (and no more) at the reporting date: it is therefore unnecessary to postpone recognition of 
changes in value until a surplus is realized on a sale. 

4.37 However, some view the approach to recognize unrealized gains or losses directly in net financial 
position (net assets/equity), as appropriate because it is consistent with IPSAS 29, which requires 
unrealized gains and losses for financial assets designated as available-for-sale (AFS) to be 
recognized directly in net financial position, until realized. Further, Chapter 5 of the Conceptual 
Framework notes that revenue and (expenses), are increases (decreases) in the net financial 
position of the entity other than increases (decreases) arising from ownership contributions 
(distributions). Changes in fair value of monetary gold assets, both unrealized (temporary) and 
realized will give rise to revenue or expense as they result in changes in the net financial position 
(net assets/equity) of the entity which are not ownership contributions or distributions. Therefore, 
recognition of unrealized losses directly in net financial position (net assets/equity) or in the 
statement of financial performance may be appropriate when considering the guidance on 
recognition of elements in the Conceptual Framework.  

4.38 The global markets for trading gold can be very volatile. The volatility can cause significant changes 
in the value of monetary gold assets. Some argue that recognizing unrealized gains or losses in the 
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statement of financial performance may not provide a faithfully representative view of the cost of 
services for the period presented. Further, some view that this impairs the objectives of financial 
reporting by presenting information to users which does not reflect the true cost of services for the 
period, or the change in financial capacity provided by holding monetary gold assets. Because of 
this it may be more appropriate to recognize unrealized gains or losses directly in net financial 
position (net assets/equity) until they are realized. 

4.39 Another consideration in determining the appropriate approach to recognition of unrealized gains or 
losses relates to the relationship of a monetary authority with the central government. Many 
monetary authorities are required to pay dividends to the central (national) government based on 
accounting profits. Dividends paid based on unrealized gains or losses may lead to an erosion of 
capital to insufficient levels. As monetary authorities have an important role in the economy, it is 
important that they have adequate capital available. When monetary authorities are not properly 
capitalized, they may not be able to perform their role effectively. 

4.40 The approach to recognize unrealized gains and losses directly in net financial position (net 
assets/equity) and only realized gains and losses in surplus or deficit for the period addresses the 
issue of dividend distributions. It also ensures that surplus and deficit for each period reflects actual 
realized changes in capital (financial capacity) of monetary authorities. This allows users to 
evaluate the impact on surplus or deficit related to the sale and derecognition34 of monetary gold 
assets, and is consistent with the purpose monetary authorities hold gold assets for trading 
purposes. This approach is also consistent with how available-for-sale (AFS)35 financial assets are 
accounted for in IPSAS 29, Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement. 

Approach 2: Historical Cost 

4.41 An assessment of the information provided by measuring monetary gold using historical cost for 
each of the QCs is summarized as follows: 

(a) Relevance—Historical cost information provides information on the minimum resources 
available to provide future services, based on their acquisition cost of monetary gold; 

(b) Faithful Representation—Historical cost provides a faithfully representative view of the 
transaction price to acquire monetary gold, providing information on the minimum service 
potential but not information on the contribution to financial capacity that it provides; 

(c) Understandability—Historical cost information is not complex. It provides information on the 
cost to acquire (entry value of) monetary gold; 

(d) Timeliness—Historical cost information is timely, because transaction prices are easily 
obtainable and the carrying amount is stable between accounting periods unless monetary 
gold is acquired, sold or impaired; 

(e) Comparability—Historical cost does not provide comparable information from one entity to 
another, as the value is based on the timing of the purchase of the gold by each entity and 
not the current economic value. However, it does provide comparable information from period 

                                                      
34  The Conceptual Framework in chapter 6.10 notes that derecognition is the process of evaluating whether changes have 

occurred since the previous reporting date that warrant removing an element that has been previously recognized from the 
financial statements, and removing the item if such changes have occurred. 

35  The project to update IPSAS 28–30 for IFRS 9, Financial Instruments may introduce changes to classification terminology. 
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to period for an individual entity, as changes in carrying amounts are stable, unless gold is 
acquired, sold or impaired; and 

(f) Verifiability—Historical cost information for monetary gold is transaction based and easily 
verifiable. 

4.42 Historical cost is normally the fair value at the time of acquisition plus transaction costs (as these 
are part of the cost of acquiring the asset). Changes to the historical cost of monetary gold assets 
only result from impairments, when the market price of gold decreases below the acquisition price. 
Losses due to impairment are recognized in the statement of financial performance, with a 
corresponding decrease in the carrying amount of the monetary gold assets on the statement of 
financial position. 

4.43 Historical cost reflects the cost to acquire the gold assets and the minimum service potential 
provided by holding it. Monetary authorities with the intention of holding monetary gold because of 
its service potential, are often more concerned with the quantity of gold held. Therefore, changes in 
the historical cost values on the statement of financial position directly relate to either increases or 
decreases in the quantity of monetary gold assets, or impairments of monetary gold assets. The 
historical cost approach also addresses the issue of ensuring the unrealized gains and losses are 
not distributed as dividends by monetary authorities. 

Consistency with Current IPSASs  

Approach 1: market value in an open, active and orderly market 

4.44 Guidance on accounting for financial assets in IPSAS 29 is based on the classification of the 
financial instrument, with different requirements for initial recognition, treatment of transaction costs 
and subsequent changes in value. 

4.45 Monetary gold held with the intention of trading is similar to the IPSAS 29 requirements for financial 
assets classified at fair value through surplus or deficit (FV) or available-for-sale (AFS).  

4.46 Fair value in IPSASs is defined as the amount for which assets could be exchanged between 
knowledgeable, willing parties in an arm’s length transaction. In the case of monetary gold this is 
the spot rate of gold. Fair value for monetary gold assets is the same regardless of whether it is 
classified as FV or AFS. 

4.47 IPSAS 29 requires initial transaction costs to be expensed as incurred in the statement of financial 
performance when classified as FV. Transaction costs directly attributable to the acquisition of AFS 
assets are included as part of the initial cost of the assets (fair value plus directly attributable 
transaction costs).  

4.48 The classification of FV and AFS for financial assets also impacts how subsequent changes in 
value are accounted for. For those assets classified as FV, all changes in value, both realized and 
unrealized, are recognized in the statement of financial performance. For those assets classified as 
AFS, unrealized changes in value are recognized directly in net financial position. For changes in 
value which are realized (due to derecognition of the assets), or when the financial assets are 
impaired, the cumulative gain or loss is recognized in the statement of financial performance.  
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Approach 2: Historical cost 

4.49 There are many current IPSASs which use a historical cost measurement model. The appropriate 
measurement model to consider depends on whether monetary gold is viewed as a tangible asset 
or as a financial asset. The most appropriate applications of the historical cost measurement model 
in IPSAS are as follows: 

(a) IPSAS 12, Inventories, requires initial measurement at cost, which includes all costs of 
purchase and other costs in bringing inventories to present location and condition. 
Subsequent measurement is at the lower of cost and net realizable value, except where 
inventories are acquired in a non-exchange transaction or where inventories are likely to be 
distributed at no or nominal charge (unlikely for monetary gold). For monetary gold, initial 
measurement would be the purchase price, plus initial transaction costs. At subsequent 
reporting periods, the cost of inventory is compared to the recoverable amount to determine if 
the inventories require a write down to net realizable value. Since IPSAS 12 is intended for 
goods purchased and held for resale, it does not be appropriate for monetary gold assets 
held for an indeterminate period of time. 

(b) IPSAS 17, Property, Plant and Equipment, requires that an item of property, plant and 
equipment that qualifies for recognition as an asset shall be measured at its cost. Cost 
includes purchase price, plus non-refundable duties and taxes, net of rebates, plus any costs 
attributable to bringing the asset to the location and condition necessary for it to be capable 
of operating in the manner intended by management, plus any estimate of the costs of 
dismantling and removing the item and restoring the site is located, for which the obligation 
related to such costs has been recognized. For monetary gold, this would be fair value plus 
initial transaction costs. Using IPSAS 17 by analogy to measure monetary gold assets, is 
similar to how the standard treats land. Land is measured at its initial fair value plus 
transaction costs and is not amortized. 

(c) IPSAS 29 requires that financial assets classified as AFS for which there is not a quoted 
market price in an active market and which cannot be reliably measured, are required to be 
measured at cost36. Although, an active market for gold does exist, this does demonstrate the 
use of the historical cost model in the IPSASB’s financial instrument standards. Monetary 
gold assets held for an indeterminate period of time by monetary authorities, without a history 
of selling such assets, may be considered similar transactions to thinly traded or illiquid 
equity securities, which lack a market price. 

Summary 

4.50 Both historical cost and market value provide information which is useful to users. Monetary 
authorities may hold monetary gold assets to aid in achieving different intentions as discussed in 
paragraph 4.5. Depending on the monetary authority’s primary intention for holding monetary gold, 
there may be benefits for using historical cost over market value as a measurement basis, or vice 
versa: 

                                                      
36  IPSAS 29.48(c) notes that Investments in equity instruments that do not have a quoted market price in an active market and 

whose fair value cannot be reliably measured and derivatives that are linked to an must be settled by delivery of such unquoted 
equity instruments, shall be measured as cost. 
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(a) Monetary authorities with the primary intention of holding monetary gold for use similar to 
foreign currency prefer an exit value measurement basis. In this case, market value is a more 
appropriate measurement basis, because it provides information to assess the financial 
capacity of the entity. The best exit value measure is market value because there is an open, 
active and orderly market for gold, which is non-entity specific. By using market value to 
measure the value of monetary gold, it allows for the faithful representation of the contribution 
of monetary gold to an entity’s financial capacity. 

(b) Monetary authorities with the primary intention of holding monetary gold for an indeterminate 
period of time prefer an entry value measurement basis. Some monetary authorities hold 
large quantities of monetary gold and do not have a history of sales. Additionally monetary 
authorities in some circumstances are restricted from selling monetary gold assets. 
Therefore, a historical cost measurement basis may be more appropriate, as it reflects the 
value to acquire monetary gold assets. It also allows users to assess the cost of 
acquiring/holding monetary gold and the service potential provided by reference to an actual 
transaction. Using historical cost to measure monetary gold also avoids introducing volatility 
into the statement of financial position and the statement of financial performance, which is 
consistent with some monetary authorities’ intention in holding gold assets. Gold prices 
change significantly over time and the impact of using a market value measurement basis, 
can impair users’ ability to assess the real cost of providing services, such as ensuring 
monetary stability.  

Specific Matters for Comment – Chapter 4-1 
(a) Should entities have the option to designate a measurement basis, based on their intentions 

in holding monetary gold assets (as noted in paragraphs 4.5-4.6)? 

Please provide the reasons for your support for or against allowing an option to designate a 
measurement basis based on intentions. 

 

Specific Matters for Comment – Chapter 4-2 
(a) Please describe when it would be appropriate to measure monetary gold assets at either: 

i. Market value; or 
ii. Historical cost? 
Please provide reasons for your views, including the conceptual merits and weaknesses of 
each measurement basis; the extent to which each addresses the objectives of financial 
reporting; and how each provides useful information. 
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5. Chapter 5: International Monetary Fund (IMF) Quota Subscription and Special 
Drawing Rights (SDR) 

Chapter Objective 

5.1 The objective of this chapter is to discuss the IPSASB’s proposal that:  

An entity shall account for the IMF quota subscriptions and SDR holdings and allocations in a manner that 
helps users of its financial statements assess: 

• Their impact on the entity’s financial performance and financial position; and 

• Their nature and extent of risks arising from them, and how the entity manages those risks. 

Introduction 

5.2 The IMF is an international cooperative monetary organization of member countries, established to 
carry out key activities37 in three areas: lending, international monetary system surveillance, and 
capacity building. 

5.3 On joining the IMF, member countries are assigned a quota based on their relative position in the 
world economy and pay a subscription equal to the value of the quota. The quota is also the key 
determinant of the voting power, amount of financial assistance available to the member from the 
IMF, and the member country’s allocations of Special Drawing Rights (SDRs). 

5.4 The value of a unit of SDRs is based on a basket of four currencies (Euro, Japanese Yen, Pound 
Sterling and US Dollar, with the Chinese Renminbi being added as a fifth currency from October 
2016). The US dollar-equivalent value of the SDR is posted daily on the IMF’s website and is 
calculated as the sum of the specific amounts of the four basket currencies, on the basis of the 
middle rate between the buying and selling exchange rates quoted at noon each day in the London 
market38. 

5.5 Transactions and asset/liability positions with the IMF are allocated between different institutions 
(usually the central bank or government) dependent on institutional and legal arrangements specific 
to each member’s country. Typically these transactions are recognized by the central bank. 
However, in some countries, transactions occur through government directly, or by the government 
(usually the department of finance or treasury) with the monetary authority as an intermediary. 

5.6 For more information on the background and operation of the IMF, please see Appendix E.  

Definitions 

5.7 This section of the CP addresses the scope and definitions for any future guidance related to IMF 
quota subscriptions, SDR holdings and SDR allocations. Appendix A provides extracts from the 
Balance of Payments International Investment Position Manual—Sixth Edition, which forms the 
basis for statistical accounting under GFS for transactions of monetary authorities. Based on that 

                                                      
37  For more information on the IMF activities see the following website: http://www.imf.org/external/about/whatwedo.htm#key.  
38  If the exchange rate for any currency cannot be obtained from the London Market, the rate shall be the middle rate between the 

buying and selling exchange rates at noon in the New York market or, if not available there, the rate shall be determined on the 
basis of euro reference rates communicated by the European Central Bank. 
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guidance, the IPSASB proposes the following definitions for the IMF-related transactions in scope 
of this CP: 

5.8 The proposed definition of IMF Quota Subscriptions is as follows: 
“The amount equal to the assigned quota, paid in full by the member on joining the IMF, and as 
adjusted subsequently.” 

5.9 The IMF periodically reviews and adjusts member quotas. Additional payments may be required at 
this time. 

5.10 The proposed definition of SDR Holdings is as follows: 
“International reserve assets created by the IMF and allocated to members to supplement 
reserves.” 

5.11 The proposed definition of SDR Allocations is as follows: 
“Obligations which arise through IMF member’s participation in the SDR Department and that are 
related to the allocation of SDR holdings.” 

Nature and Function 

IMF Quota Subscription 

5.12 Payment of the quota provides members with membership in the IMF; that membership brings 
rights, benefits and obligations. Twenty-five percent of a member’s quota is paid in reserve assets 
(SDRs or foreign currency acceptable to the IMF), with the remaining seventy-five percent paid with 
domestic currency or a promissory note. The quota subscription gives:  

(a) Voting rights equal to the size of a member’s quota relative to total membership;  

(b) Payments of interest from the IMF based upon a calculation of a member’s ‘reserve tranche 
position’; and 

(c) A right to borrow from the IMF based on the amount of the quota subscription for balance of 
payment needs39.  

5.13 The quota subscription has attributes of financial instruments, with similarities to: 

                                                      
39  For example, under the IMF Stand-by and Extended Arrangements, a member can borrow up to 200 percent of its quota 

annually and 600 percent cumulatively. However, access may be higher in exceptional circumstances. 

Preliminary View – Chapter 5-1 
The definitions are as follows: 

(a) The IMF Quota Subscription is the amount equal to the assigned quota, paid in full by the 
member on joining the IMF, and as adjusted subsequently. 

(b) SDR Holdings are International reserve assets created by the IMF and allocated to members 
to supplement reserves. 

(c) SDR Allocations are obligations which arise through IMF member’s participation in the SDR 
Department and that are related to the allocation of SDR holdings. 
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(a) Common shares in that the size of a member’s quota determines voting rights and an ability 
to influence the activities of the IMF; and 

(b) Debt instruments like bonds, loans, and preference shares because of the payment of 
interest on the reserve tranche position, as opposed to a return on profit or a return on the 
investment.  

5.14 The right to borrow from the IMF up to the amount of the quota subscription for balance of 
payments needs is a unique attribute that could be viewed as similar to a collateral borrowing 
arrangement, where borrowing is permitted on demand up to a certain collateral level.  

5.15 The Quota Subscription differs from common shares in that, being the equivalent of a membership 
fee, it cannot be sold. The only way to exit the investment is to withdraw from the IMF voluntarily or 
for the IMF to remove the member40. Appendix F, includes a number of illustrative examples related 
to the IMF quota subscription. 

SDR Holdings and Allocations 

5.16 IMF members receive SDR holdings and allocations based on the relative size of their IMF quota 
subscription. The holdings and allocations at the time they are granted are equal in size. The rate of 
interest accrued and charged are the same for SDR holdings and allocations. 

5.17 SDR holdings provide members with a reserve asset, which can only be used to obtain foreign 
currency from other members through the IMF. SDR holdings are valued based upon the daily 
exchange rates of four underlying currencies (Euro, Japanese Yen, Pound Sterling and US Dollar) 
and therefore are similar to foreign currency. However, unlike a foreign currency, SDRs cannot be 
used to directly pay for the purchase goods or services. 

5.18 SDR allocations represent the obligation assumed when SDR holdings are distributed to members. 
IMF members must stand ready to provide foreign currency holdings up to the amount of their SDR 
allocation. The IMF charges interest at a set SDR rate on the accumulated allocation amount. The 
SDR allocation has the attributes of a demand loan or credit line, without requirements to repay 
principal or a maturity date. Appendix F, includes a number of illustrative examples related to SDR 
holdings and allocations. 

Accounting Considerations 

Key Guidance from the Conceptual Framework 

5.19 This CP considers the different accounting approaches for IMF quota subscriptions, SDR holdings 
and SDR allocations. The approaches consider the guidance of the Conceptual Framework:  

6.2 The recognition criteria are that: 

• An item satisfies the definition of an element; and 

• Can be measured in a way that achieves the qualitative characteristics and takes 
account of constraints on information in GPFRs. 

                                                      
40  The IMF Articles of Agreement set out provisions for withdrawal of membership, as well termination of partition in the fund. 
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Definitions 
5.6 An asset is: 

A resource presently controlled by the entity as a result of a past event. 

… 

Presently Controlled by the Entity 

5.11 An entity must have control of the resource. Control of the resource entails the ability of the 
entity to use the resource (or direct other parties on its use) so as to derive the benefit of the 
service potential or economic benefits embodied in the resource in the achievement of its 
service delivery or other objectives. 

5.13 In assessing whether it presently controls a resource, an entity assesses whether the 
following indicators of control exist: 

• Legal ownership;  

• Access to the resource, or the ability to deny or restrict access to the resource; 

• The means to ensure that the resource is used to achieve its objectives; and 

• The existence of an enforceable right to service potential or the ability to generate 
economic benefits arising from a resource. 

       While these indicators are not conclusive determinants of whether control exists, 
identification and analysis of them can inform that decision. 

 

Definition 
5.14 A liability is: 

A present obligation of the entity for an outflow of resources that results from a past event. 

A Present Obligation 
5.15 Public sector entities can have a number of obligations. A present obligation is a legally 
binding obligation (legal obligation) or non-legally binding obligation, which an entity has little or no 
realistic alternative to avoid. Obligations are not present obligations unless they are binding and 
there is little or no realistic alternative to avoid an outflow of resources. 

Factors to be Considered—Recognition 

5.20 The Conceptual Framework notes that items are recognized as assets or liabilities when they 
satisfy the definition of an element and can be measured and requires consideration of the 
following: 

• Has a past event occurred? 

• Does the transaction give rise to a resource (noting that a resource is an item with service 
potential or the ability to generate economic benefits) or a present obligation? 

• Does the entity presently control that resource (indicating that control of the resource entails 
the ability of the entity to use the resource (or direct other parties on its use) to derive benefits 
from the service potential or economic benefits)? 

5.21 Table 5-1 below considers each of these requirements for IMF quota subscriptions, SDR holdings 
and SDR allocations. 
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Table 5-1: Recognition 

 Past event Giving rise to a resource or a present obligation Control of the resource or ability to avoid an outflow of 
resources 

IMF Quota 
subscription 

When the 
payment is 
made. 

A resource. The quota may give rise to both service 
potential and the ability to generate economic benefits. 
Service potential may be provided indirectly because 
of the overall benefits to a member’s economy from 
the IMF’s contributions to the international financial 
structure. The quota also provides economic benefits 
because it may decrease costs of borrowing for foreign 
currency (reserve assets) because of the SDR market. 

(a) The IMF quota provides voting rights relative to the 
size of the members’ quota compared to the total outstanding 
member quotas. This allows members the ability to impact 
decisions of the IMF. Further, the Articles of Agreement set 
out procedures for members to withdraw from the IMF and 
include rights and obligations to settle outstanding accounts, 
including the quota subscription. These two factors are 
indicators of present control of the resource.  

(b) The IMF requires a minimum of 25% of the quota to be 
paid in reserve assets and the remaining balance to be paid 
in local currency or by issuance of a promissory note. The 
IMF pays members interest based on the reserve asset 
portion of the quota and members that pay a greater amount 
than required minimum, will receive higher interest payments. 
Does the split in payment method or difference in potential 
benefits impact the assessment of control over the resource? 
It is thought that it would not because the subscription is paid 
in full. Therefore, the different payment methods do not 
impact the ability to presently control the resource. 

SDR 
Holdings 

Allocation of 
holdings after 
a country 
becomes a 
member of the 
IMF and pays 
its Quota 
Subscription. 

A resource.  

(a) SDR holdings can be used as consideration to 
transact with other IMF members for foreign currency; 
and 

(b) The holdings accrue interest from the SDR 
department. 

(a) Members are free to transact the SDRs through the 
IMF or other voluntary arrangements at the member’s 
discretion; and 

(b) The IMF Articles of Agreement set out the obligations 
and rules for the use of SDRs and which members agree to 
when participating in the SDR department; which facilitate the 
functioning of the SDR market. 
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 Past event Giving rise to a resource or a present obligation Control of the resource or ability to avoid an outflow of 
resources 

SDR 
Allocations 

Membership of 
the IMF, 
participation in 
the SDR 
program and 
allocated 
SDRs. 

A present obligation. 

(a) The IMF Articles of Agreement set out the rights 
and obligations of the IMF and IMF members. These 
articles include dispute resolution mechanisms to be 
overseen by the International Court of Justice, which 
therefore appear to be backed by the force of law. 
Because SDR allocations appear to be legally 
enforceable they appear to give rise to a legally 
binding obligation. 

(b) In the event that one questions if the IMF 
Articles of Agreement give rise to a legally enforceable 
obligation, there would appear to be a high likelihood 
that a non-legally binding obligation may also exist 
because, by joining the IMF and entering into the SDR 
department, a member indicates to the IMF as well as 
other members of the fund, that it accepts the 
responsibilities set out in the Articles of Agreement 
and creates a valid expectation that it will discharge 
those responsibilities. Failure to discharge those 
responsibilities is not viewed as realistic, because it 
would likely lead to withdrawal from the IMF. 

As the allocations are legally enforceable, there is little or no 
realistic alternative to avoid an outflow of resources. 
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Conclusions on Recognition 

5.22 The IMF quota subscription satisfies the definition of an asset because it is a resource that provides 
service potential and economic benefits which is presently controlled. Some may argue that, 
because of the unique nature of the quota subscription, it could be considered a grant or a fee to 
the IMF. If so, an alternative approach may be to recognize the payment as an expense because it 
would satisfy the definition of an expense if it decreased the net financial position of the entity41. 
However, because the quota satisfies the definition of an asset, it would not decrease the net 
financial position of the entity and it does not appear appropriate, therefore, to consider it as an 
expense and the CP does not propose this alternative. 

5.23 SDR holdings satisfy the asset element definition and recognition criteria in the Conceptual 
Framework. There does not appear to be a viable alternative treatment to consider. 

5.24 SDR allocations satisfy the definition of a liability because a present obligation exists to other 
members of the IMF and there is no realistic ability to avoid settlement of that liability (because it is 
legally enforceable). There does not appear to be a viable alternative treatment to consider. 

Factors to be Considered—Measurement 

5.25 Chapter 7 on measurement in the Conceptual Framework, paragraph 7.2, states the objective of 
measurement is to select those measurement bases that most fairly reflect the cost of services, 
operational capacity and financial capacity of the entity in a manner that is useful in holding the 
entity to account and for decision-making purposes. Paragraph 7.3 further elaborates that selection 
of a measurement basis contributes to meeting the objectives of financial reporting in the public 
sector by providing information that enables users to assess:  

(a) The cost of services provided in the period in historical or current terms; 

(b) Operational capacity—the capacity of the entity to support the provision of services in future 
periods through physical and other resources; and 

(c) Financial capacity—the capacity of the entity to continue to fund its activities. 

5.26 The IMF quota subscription is a requirement for membership in the IMF and provides its main 
source of funding. IMF membership provides benefits to members through its lending facilities, 
oversight of the international monetary system and capacity building services for developing 
countries. All of these IMF activities provide benefits that impact the global economy by helping to 
promote economic growth and stability. IMF membership helps ensure monetary authorities have 
the capacity to support the provision of services in future periods through physical and other 
resources and therefore information on operational capacity is most relevant. 

5.27 SDRs were created by the IMF to supplement other reserve assets and help ensure growth in 
international trade through increased global liquidity. Use of SDRs (SDR holdings and allocations) 
for reserve purposes, indicates that information on their contribution to financial capacity is most 
relevant. This is because reserve assets need to be readily available for balance of payments 
financing needs, intervention in the currency markets and to maintain confidence in the currency 

                                                      
41  The Conceptual Framework defines an expense in 5.30 as “Decreases in net financial position of the entity, other than 

decreases arising from ownerships distributions.” 
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and local economy. As such, their measurement basis needs to reflect the value available to the 
entity to fund such activities.  

5.28 The IPSASB considered the Conceptual Framework guidance related to measurement for each of 
the IMF Quota Subscription, SDR holdings and SDR allocations. The IPSASB has analyzed the 
applicable measurement bases in table 5-2. 
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Table 5-2: Measurement 

Measurement Basis IMF Quota Subscription SDR Holdings SDR Allocations 

Historical Cost  

Defined in the Conceptual 
Framework as: The consideration 
given (received) to acquire or 
develop an asset (assume an 
obligation), which is the cash or cash 
equivalents or the value of the other 
consideration given, at the time of its 
acquisition or development (received 
at the time the liability is incurred). 

Appropriate for initial measurement 
because it is an entry value which 
provides information on the resources 
exchanged to acquire the IMF quota 
subscription (and the related IMF 
membership benefits). 

However, historical cost would be 
appropriate for subsequent 
measurement because the IMF quota 
subscription is denominated in SDRs 
and would be considered a monetary 
item in accordance with IPSAS 4, The 
Effects of Changes in Foreign 
Exchange Rates and therefore require 
revaluation at each reporting date. 

Appropriate for initial measurement 
as it provides users with the financial 
capacity provided to monetary 
authorities from SDR holdings as the 
amount of consideration given to 
acquire SDR holdings.  

However, historical cost would not be 
appropriate for subsequent 
measurement because SDR holdings 
are considered a monetary item in 
accordance with IPSAS 4, The 
Effects of Changes in Foreign 
Exchange Rates and therefore 
require revaluation at each reporting 
date. 

Appropriate for initial recognition and 
measurement as it provides users 
with information on the impact on 
monetary authorities financial 
capacity from SDR allocations, as the 
amount of consideration received to 
assume SDR allocations. 

However, historical cost would not be 
appropriate for subsequent 
measurement because SDR 
allocations are considered a 
monetary item in accordance with 
IPSAS 4, The Effects of Changes in 
Foreign Exchange Rates and 
therefore require revaluation at each 
reporting date.  
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Measurement Basis IMF Quota Subscription SDR Holdings SDR Allocations 

Market Value 

Defined in the Conceptual 
Framework as: The amount for 
which an asset (liability) could be 
exchanged (settled) between 
knowledgeable, willing parties in an 
arm’s length transaction. 

The IMF quota subscription cannot be 
exchanged – that is, IMF members 
cannot sell their quota to another 
member or any other entity. 
Therefore, an open, active and orderly 
market does not exist. IMF members 
can redeem their quota subscription 
with the IMF and such a redemption 
could be considered a sale in an 
inactive market. However, the IPSASB 
view is that net selling price would be 
the more appropriate measurement 
basis to consider if a redemption is 
considered equivalent to a sale. 
Further, the IPSASB’s view is 
measurement at market value in an 
inactive market would not be 
materially different than net selling 
price, as transaction costs do not 
appear significant. 

Appropriate, because an open, active 
and orderly market exists, facilitated 
by the IMF, where transactions occur 
through the SDR department at the 
prevailing market rate. Therefore, use 
of a market rate provides users the 
best information on the financial 
capacity SDR holdings can provide 
the monetary authority. 

Appropriate, because an open, active 
and orderly market exists, facilitated 
by the IMF, where transactions occur 
through the SDR department at the 
prevailing market rate. Therefore, use 
of a market rate, would provide users 
the best information to assess the 
impact of SDR allocations on financial 
capacity of the monetary authority.   

Replacement cost 

Defined in the Conceptual 
Framework as: The most economic 
cost required for the entity to replace 
the service potential of an asset 
(including the amount that the entity 
will receive from its disposal at the 
end of its useful life) at the reporting 
date. 

Not appropriate42 The IPSASB’s view is this is not 
materially different from market value, 
because to replace the service 
potential of SDR holdings would 
require purchasing SDR holdings at 
market value.  

Not applicable for liabilities 

                                                      
42  The IPSASB does not believe that replacement cost or value in use are appropriate because these are measurement bases more appropriate for tangible assets. 
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Measurement Basis IMF Quota Subscription SDR Holdings SDR Allocations 

Net Selling Price 

Defined in the Conceptual 
Framework as The amount that the 
entity can obtain from sale of the 
asset, after deducting the costs of 
sale. 

Due to the unique nature of the IMF 
investment, it is not thought that it 
could be sold. The investment can, 
however, be redeemed by 
withdrawing from the IMF, which may 
be considered similar to a sale, with 
the amount recovered equivalent to a 
redemption at the net selling price.  

The IPSASB’s view is this is not 
materially different from market value, 
as the IMF SDR department does not 
appear to include significant 
transaction costs. 

Not applicable for liabilities 

Value in use 

Defined in the Conceptual 
Framework as The present value to 
the entity of the asset’s remaining 
service potential or ability to 
generate economic benefits if it 
continues to be used, and of the net 
amount that the entity will receive 
from its disposal at the end of its 
useful life. 

Not appropriate42 Not appropriate42 Not applicable for liabilities 

Cost of fulfillment 

Defined in the Conceptual 
Framework as: The costs that the 
entity will incur in fulfilling the 
obligations represented by the 
liability, assuming it does so in the 
least costly manner. 

Not applicable for assets Not applicable for assets When the cost of fulfillment is 
dependent on uncertain future 
events, all possible outcomes are 
taken into account. The timing of 
settlement of SDR allocations is 
uncertain because settlement is at 
the discretion of other IMF members. 
The SDR allocation is a legally 
enforceable obligation, therefore 
settlement would be at the market 
value of the liability. 
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Measurement Basis IMF Quota Subscription SDR Holdings SDR Allocations 

Cost of Release 

Defined in the Conceptual 
Framework as The amount of an 
immediate exit from the obligation, or 
the amount a creditor will accept in 
settlement of the claim. 

Not applicable for assets Not applicable for assets Not appropriate, as IMF members 
have little to no ability to seek 
immediate exit from the SDR 
allocation, as the timing of settlement 
is controlled by other IMF members. 

Assumption Price 

Defined in the Conceptual 
Framework as The amount that an 
entity would rationally be willing to 
accept in exchange for assuming an 
existing liability. 

Not applicable for assets Not applicable for assets Not appropriate, as the SDR 
allocation obligation is not likely to be 
transferrable from the IMF member. 
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Conclusions on Measurement 

5.29 Based on the analysis in table 5-2, the IPSASB concludes that: 

(a) The IMF Quota Subscription should be measured initially at historical cost and subsequently 
at net selling price, because it provides users with the best information on the operational 
capacity; and 

(b) The SDR holdings and allocations should be measured at market value, because it provides 
users with the best information on the impact on financial capacity. 

Consistency with current IPSASs 

IMF Quota Subscription 

5.30 The conceptual discussion for the IMF quota subscriptions is consistent with requirements in IPSAS 
2943 to treat it as a financial asset. Further, it is consistent with how some IMF members account for 
the quota when applying IFRS. 

IMF SDR Holdings 

5.31 The conceptual discussion for SDR holdings is consistent with accounting for the SDR holdings as 
a financial asset measured at fair value through surplus or deficit and the requirements in IPSAS 
29. Further, the treatment is consistent with how some IMF members account for SDR holdings 
when applying IFRS. Additionally the conceptual discussion is consistent with the treatment of a 
foreign currency in IPSAS 4, The Effects of Changes in Foreign Exchange Rates, with recognition 
at the exchange rate between the functional currency and foreign currency (market rate) at the 
transaction date and at the closing rate (market rate) at subsequent reporting periods 44. The 
proposed treatment is also consistent with the applicable requirements under Government Finance 
Statistics.  

IMF SDR Allocations 

5.32 The conceptual discussion related to accounting for SDR allocations is consistent with accounting 
for the SDR allocations as a financial liability measured at amortized cost and the requirements in 
IPSAS 29. Further, the treatment is consistent with how some IMF members account for SDR 
allocations when applying IFRS. The proposed treatment is also consistent with the applicable 
requirements under Government Finance Statistics. 

                                                      
43  IPSAS 29.45 – requires initial recognition at fair value which is equal to the historical cost paid for the instruments (fair value 

plus transactions costs directly attributable to acquisition) for instruments not designated at fair value through surplus or deficit.  
IPSAS 29.48 notes that investments in equity instruments that do not have a quoted market shall be subsequently measured at 
cost because of the lack of a market, these equity instruments can be measured at cost. 

44  IPSAS 4.24 and IPSAS 4.27. 

Preliminary View – Chapter 5-2 

The IPSASBs view is that: 

(a) The IMF Quota Subscription satisfies the Conceptual Framework definition and should be 
recognized as an asset, with initial measurement at historical cost and subsequent measurement at 
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net selling price. 

(b) SDR holdings satisfy the Conceptual Framework definition and should be recognized as an asset, 
with measurement at market value. 

(c) SDR allocations satisfy the Conceptual Framework definition and should be recognized as a 
liability, with measurement at market value. 
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Appendix A: Government Finance Statistics Guidance  
A.1 Informed by the Conceptual Framework and the GFS Policy Paper, the IPSASB reviewed the appropriate 

definitions and descriptions related to each topic included in the System of National Accounts 2008 (SNA), 
Government Finance Statistics Manual 2014 (GFSM) and Balance of Payments and International Investment 
Position Manual—Sixth Edition (BPM6). The IPSASB considered the applicable manuals related to each chapter 
when developing accounting guidance to minimize unnecessary differences. Excerpts from the manuals with the 
main guidance considered in development of the CP is included below. 

Chapter 3: Currency in Circulation 

The applicable guidance considered in developing the chapter follows: 

A.2 The most comprehensive guidance on statistical accounting for transactions of monetary authorities, is found in 
BPM6. 

A.3 BPM6 notes in paragraph 3.95: For an economy, a domestic currency is distinguished from foreign currency. 
Domestic currency is that which is legal tender in the economy and issued by the monetary authority for that 
economy; that is, either that of an individual economy or, in a currency union, that of the common currency area to 
which the economy belongs. All other currencies are foreign currencies. 

A.4 BPM6 notes in paragraph 5.36: Currency consists of notes and coins that are of fixed nominal values and are 
issued or authorized by central banks or governments. 

A.5 BPM6 notes in paragraph 11.53: Notes and coins are treated as liabilities at full face value. The cost of producing 
the physical notes and coins is recorded as government expenditure and not netted against the receipts from 
issuing the currency. 

Chapter 2: General Definitions and Chapter 4: Monetary Gold 

The applicable guidance considered in developing the chapter follows: 

A.6 The most comprehensive guidance on statistical accounting for monetary gold, can be found in BPM6. 

A.7 BPM6 notes in paragraph 6.78: Monetary gold is gold to which the monetary authorities (or others who are subject 
to the effective control of the monetary authorities) have title and is held as reserve assets. It consists of gold bullion 
(including gold coins, ingots, bars with a purity of at least 995/1000, and gold bullion held in allocated gold accounts, 
regardless of the location of the account) and unallocated gold accounts with nonresidents that give title to claim the 
delivery of gold. Gold bullion is usually traded on organized markets or through bilateral arrangements between 
central banks. To qualify as reserve assets, gold accounts must be readily available upon demand to the monetary 
authorities. 

A.8 BPM6 explains the relationship of monetary gold to non–monetary gold in paragraph 5.78: In contrast to monetary 
gold, which is a financial asset, nonmonetary physical gold is a good. (Paragraphs 10.50–10.54 deal with 
nonmonetary gold in the goods and services account.) Similarly, other precious metals are goods and not financial 
assets. Monetary gold45 is treated differently because of its role as a means of international payments and store of 
value for use in reserve assets. 

                                                      
45  Regardless whether gold assets are considered monetary gold or nonmonetary gold, under GFS guidance they are accounted for at market value. 

The difference in treatment under GFS relates to the classification and presentation of gold assets and not the recognition and measurement 
requirements. 
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A.9 BPM6 notes in paragraph 6.64: Reserve assets are those external assets that are readily available to and controlled 
by monetary authorities for meeting balance of payments financing needs, for intervention in exchange markets to 
affect the currency exchange rate, and for other related purposes (such as maintaining confidence in the currency 
and the economy, and serving as a basis for foreign borrowing). 

A.10 BPM6 notes in paragraph 6.66: The functional concept of monetary authorities is essential for defining reserve 
assets. Monetary authorities encompass the central bank (which subsumes other institutional units included in the 
central bank subsector, such as the currency board) and certain operations usually attributed to the central bank but 
sometimes carried out by other government institutions or commercial banks, such as government-owned 
commercial banks. Such operations include the issuance of currency; maintenance and management of reserve 
assets, including those resulting from transactions with the IMF; and operation of exchange stabilization funds. In 
economies with extensive reserve assets that are held outside of the central bank, supplementary information 
should be provided on the institutional sector of holdings of those reserve assets. 

Chapter 5: International Monetary Fund (IMF) Quota Subscription and Special Drawing Rights (SDR) 

The applicable guidance considered in developing the chapter follows: 

A.11 The most comprehensive statistical guidance related to accounting for the IMF quota subscription and SDRs, can 
be found in BPM6. 

A.12 BPM6 notes in paragraph 3.97: SDRs are considered to be foreign currency in all cases, including for the 
economies that issue the currencies in the SDR basket.  

A.13 BPM6 notes in paragraph 5.34: SDRs are international reserve assets created by the IMF and allocated to 
members to supplement existing official reserves. SDRs are held only by the monetary authorities of IMF 
members and a limited number of international financial institutions that are authorized holders. SDR holdings 
represent unconditional rights to obtain foreign exchange or other reserve assets from other IMF members.  

A.14 BPM6 notes in paragraph 5.35: Holdings of SDRs by an IMF member are recorded as an asset, while the 
allocation of SDRs is recorded as the incurrence of a liability of the member receiving them (because of a 
requirement to repay the allocation in certain circumstances, and also because interest accrues). The holdings 
and allocations should be shown gross, rather than netted. 

A.15 BPM6 notes in paragraph 7.82: The IMF pays its members “remuneration” quarterly on the basis of their 
reserve tranche position, except for a small portion related to prior quota payments in gold that are interest-
free resources to the IMF. This remuneration is classified on an accrual basis as investment income–
reserve assets–interest (credit), which is offset by an increase in reserve assets (debit). 

A.16 BPM6 notes in paragraph 6.85: Reserve position in the IMF is the sum of:  

(a) The “reserve tranche,” that is, the foreign currency (including SDRs) amounts that a member country may 
draw from the IMF at short notice; and  

(b) Any indebtedness of the IMF (under a loan agreement) in the General Resources Account that is readily 
available to the member country, including the reporting country’s lending to the IMF under the General 
Arrangements to Borrow (GAB) and the New Arrangements to Borrow (NAB). While a member country must 
present a declaration of balance of payments-related need to make a purchase in the reserve tranche 
(reduction in reserve position), the IMF does not challenge a member’s request for reserve tranche 
purchases. Convertible currencies from a reserve tranche purchase may be made available within days. 

A.17 BPM6 notes in paragraph 7.75: IMF member countries are assigned a quota on joining the IMF. The subscription of 
the quota consists of two components: 
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A.18 Foreign exchange component. A member is required to pay 25 percent of its quota in SDRs or in foreign 
currencies acceptable to the IMF. This 25 percent portion is a component of the member’s reserve assets. In 
the balance of payments, subscribing this portion is shown as a transaction involving a reduction in other 
reserve assets (credit) offset by an increase in the reserve tranche position in the IMF (debit). 

(a) Domestic currency component. The other 75 percent of the quota is payable in the member’s own 
currency at a designated depository, normally the member’s central bank. The payment is made either in 
domestic currency (IMF No. 1 and No. 2 Accounts) or by issuance of a promissory note (IMF Securities 
Account). The No. 1 Account is used for the IMF’s operational transactions (e.g., purchases and 
repurchases), whereas the No. 2 Account is used for the payment of local administrative expenses 
incurred by the IMF in the member’s currency. The promissory notes are encashable by the IMF on 
demand. The domestic portion of the quota payment is not recorded in the member’s balance of payments 
or in the IIP (see paragraph 6.85), except for the No. 2 account (see below). No interest is payable on 
either the deposit account or the note. 
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Appendix B: Currency in Circulation: Notes  
Appendix B, breaks down the different stages in the process to produce, issue and maintain notes in circulation by monetary authorities. The examples have been 
developed along with journal entries for each step of the process to demonstrate how transactions are accounted for.  

Purchase Materials  
Transaction Increase Currency in Circulation No Change Currency in Circulation Decrease Currency in 

Circulation 
Purchase Materials - Journal Entry  Purchase Material (Ink & Paper) for 1000, 

100CU notes – cost 100CU 
Purchase Material (Ink & Paper) for 1000, 100CU 
notes – cost 100CU 

No new notes needed for this 
transaction.  

DR Inventory 100 DR Inventory 100 

  CR Cash 100   CR Cash 100 

Production of Notes  
Transaction Increase Currency in Circulation No Change Currency in Circulation Decrease Currency in 

Circulation 
Production of Notes Journal Entry  Production of 1000, 100CU notes. 

Production costs (Overhead & Labour) - 
cost 100CU 

Production of 1000, 1000, 100CU notes. 
Production costs (Overhead & Labour) - cost 
100CU 

No new notes needed for this 
transaction.  

DR Inventory 100 DR Inventory 100 
  CR Cash 100   CR Cash 100 

 
Distribution of Notes  
Transaction Increase Currency in Circulation No Change Currency in Circulation Decrease Currency in Circulation 
Journal Entry to Recognize Financial 
Asset Received for Notes Distribution 

Issuance of 1000, 100CU notes, total 
cumulative face value 100,000CU. 
Transaction to Increase the amount of 
notes. 

Transaction to exchange old notes for 
new notes. Issuance of 1000, 100CU 
notes, total cumulative face value 
100,000CU.  Net impact of 
transaction Nil - Redeeming old notes 
for new notes. 

No new notes issued for this transaction. 

DR Financial Asset (Other than domestic 
notes) 100,000 

DR Cash (old notes) - 100,000 
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  CR Liability for Currency Issued 100,000   CR Liability for Currency Issued 
100,00046 

 Journal Entry to Recognize Cost of 
Notes Issued 

DR Cost of Notes Issued - 200 DR Cost of Notes Issued - 200 

  CR Inventory 200 
 

  CR Inventory 200 
.   

 
   

Removal of Notes From Circulation  
Transaction Increase Currency in Circulation No Change Currency in Circulation Decrease Currency in Circulation 
Derecognition of liability due to 
removal of notes from circulation 

No notes being removed from circulation. 
No transaction to record. 

Net change is nil, as old notes 
redeemed for new notes. Therefore, 
no impact on liability recognized. 

Notes being removed from circulation; must 
exchange a financial asset other than 
domestic notes. 
Assume 1000, 100CU face value notes 
removed from circulation. 

DR Liability, Currency in Circulation 
100,000 
CR Financial Asset (other than cash) 
100,000 

  

                                                      
46  After old damaged notes are removed from circulation, they would usually be destroyed. At that point, the amount of cash is reduced accordingly and the liability is reduced. For example, the journal 

entry would be DR Liability for Currency Issued (old notes) – 100,000, CR – Cash (old Notes) – 100,000. Regardless of whether the cash is destroyed and permanently removed, any domestic notes 
held by the monetary authority are offset against the liability for currency in circulation, because such notes are not in circulation. 
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Appendix C: Currency in Circulation: Coins  
Appendix C, breaks down the different stages in the process to produce, issue and maintain coins in circulation by monetary authorities. The examples have been 
developed along with journal entries for each step of the process to demonstrate how transactions are accounted for. 

 
Purchase Materials  
Transaction Increase Currency in Circulation No Change Currency in Circulation Decrease Currency in 

Circulation 
Purchase Materials - Journal 
Entry  

Purchase Material (metal) for 1000, .25CU 
coins. Cost of 100CU. 

Purchase Material (metal) for 1000, .25CU coins. Cost 
of 100CU. 

No new coins needed for 
this transaction.  

DR Inventory 100 DR Inventory 100 

  CR Cash 100   CR Cash 100 

 
   

Production of Coins  
Transaction Increase Currency in Circulation No Change Currency in Circulation Decrease Currency in 

Circulation 
Production of Coins Journal 
Entry  

Production of 1000, .25CU coins. Production 
costs (Overhead & Labor) - cost 100CU 

Production of 1000, .25CU coins. Production costs 
(Overhead & Labor) cost 100CU 

No new coins needed for 
this transaction.  

DR Inventory 100 DR Inventory 100 
  CR Cash 100   CR Cash 100 
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    Distribution of Coins – Liability Recognized  

Transaction Increase Currency in Circulation No Change Currency in Circulation Decrease Currency in 
Circulation 

Journal Entry to Recognize 
Financial Asset Received for 
Coins Issued 

Issuance of 1000, .25CU coins, total 
cumulative face value 250CU. Transaction to 
Increase amount of coins. 

Transaction to exchange old coins for new coins. 
Issuance of 1000, .25CU coins, total cumulative face 
value 250CU. Net impact of transaction Nil - 
Redeeming old coins for new coins. 

No new coins issued for this 
transaction. 

DR Financial Asset (Other than cash) 250 DR Cash (old Coins) - 250 
  CR Liability for Currency Issued 250   CR Liability for Currency Issued47 250. 

Journal Entry to Recognize 
Cost of Coins Issued 

DR Cost of Coins Issued - 200 DR Cost of Coins Issued - 200 

  CR Inventory 200   CR Inventory 200 

  

                                                      
47  After old damaged coins are removed from circulation, they would usually be destroyed. At that point, the cash balance is reduced accordingly and the liability is reduced. For example, the journal 

entry would be DR Liability for Currency Issued (old coins) – 250, CR – Cash (old coins) – 250. Regardless of whether the cash is destroyed and permanently removed, any domestic notes held by 
the monetary authority are offset against the liability for currency in circulation, because such notes are not in circulation. 
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    Removal of Coins From Circulation – Liability Recognized  
Transaction Increase Currency in Circulation No Change Currency in Circulation Decrease Currency in 

Circulation 
Derecognitoin of liability due to 
removal of coins from 
circulation 

No Coins being removed from circulation. No 
transaction to record. 

Net change is nil, as old coins redeemed for new coins. 
Therefore, no impact on liability recognized48. 

Coins being removed from 
circulation, must exchange 
for a financial asset other 
than domestic currency. 
Assume 1000, .25 face 
value coins removed from 
circulation. 
  
DR Liability, Currency in 
Circulation - 250 
  CR Financial Asset (other 
than cash) 250 

 

Distribution of Coins – No Liability Recognized49  

Transaction Increase Currency in Circulation 
Journal Entry to Recognize 
Financial Asset Received for 
Coins Distribution 

Issuance of 1000, .25CU coins, total cumulative 
face value 250CU. Transaction to Increase 
amount of coins. 

DR Financial Asset - 250 

  CR Revenue - Issuance of Coins - 250 

Journal Entry to Recognize 
Cost of Coins Issued 

DR Cost of Coins Issued - 200 

  CR Inventory - 200 

                                                      
48  When old coins are received, there may be a journal entry to recognize the residual value of the metal received as inventory which has not been included. However, for coins, monetary authorities 

would receive old coins which would have residual value due to the scrap metal. 
49  No liability is recognized because there is a lack of a requirement to do so. Therefore only the transaction to put coins into circulation has been included. 
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Cost of Materials and Production Exceed Face Value of Coins  

Transaction Inventory 

Journal Entry to record cost of 
production. Purchase Material (metal) for 1000, .25CU coins for cost of 100CU. As well as 

production costs for 1000, .25CU coins – cost of 200CU. Total cost of 
production equal to 300CU 

DR inventory – 300 

  CR Cash - 300 

Journal Entry to write 
inventory down to the lower of 
cost and net realizable value. 

Because the 300CU inventory cost is higher than the face value of the notes 
(the net realizable value of the notes) an adjustment needs to be recorded to 
write down the inventory value to the 250CU realizable face value of the coins 
(1000, 0.25CU coins = 250 CU face value) 

DR Inventory Impairment loss (lower of cost and net realizable value) - 50 

  CR Inventory - 50 
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Appendix D: Decision Tree – Currency in Circulation  
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Appendix E: IMF Information 
E1. This appendix provides an overview of background information on the IMF and the IMF quota subscription and SDR 

holdings and SDR allocations for information purposes only. 

IMF Overview 

E2. The IMF was founded over 70 years ago close to the end of World War II. The founding aim was to build a 
framework for economic cooperation. The world has changed significant since the IMF was founded, and with it the 
IMF has changed. However, the main purpose of the IMF—to support the global public good of financial stability 
and prosperity is the same today as when the organization was founded. 

E3. The IMF has near global membership of 188 countries. This places the IMF in a unique position to help members 
governments take advantage of the opportunities and manage the challenges posed by globalization and economic 
development. 

E4. The IMF is a cooperative international monetary organization that was established together with the International 
Bank for Reconstruction and Development (known as the World Bank), by agreement of 44 countries that convened 
at the Bretton Woods of July 1944. 

E5. The IMF carries out its key activities50 classified under three areas as follows: 

(a) Lending functions—tailored to address specific circumstances of its diverse membership. Most notably it is 
the financial institution that provides resources to member countries experiencing temporary balance of 
payment problems (actual or potential). 

(b) Surveillance functions—responsibility for overseeing the international monetary system and the policies of its 
members. 

(c) Capacity building—services to members from the IMF, including technical assistance and training, creation 
and distribution of international statistical information and methodologies and establishment and monitoring of 
standards and codes for international best practices (economic and financial statistics, financial sector 
soundness and good governance). 

E6. The IMFs remit is broader than that of a lending institution. The IMF is not only concerned with the economic 
challenges of member countries, but also with the functioning of the international monetary system as a whole. 
Therefore, its activities are aimed at promoting policies by which members work together to ensure stability in the 
financial system and sustainable economic growth. 

IMF Quota Subscriptions 

E7. The IMF is a quota-based institution, and quotas play a number of key roles; they not only determine a country’s 
voting power and maximum financial commitment but are also relevant for access to IMF resources. The IMF 
normally reviews quotas every 5 years. These reviews are an opportunity to assess the appropriate size of the Fund 
and the distribution of quotas among its members.  

E8. Quotas provide the primary source of the IMF’s financial base and play several key roles in the relationship with 
members, as follows: 

                                                      
50  For more information on the key IMF activities see the following website: http://www.imf.org/external/about/whatwedo.htm#key. 
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(a) Subscriptions: A member’s quota subscription determines the maximum amount of financial resources it must 
provide the IMF. The IMF’s regular lending is financed from the fully paid-in capital subscribed by member 
countries;  

(b) Voting Power: Quotas largely determine the distribution of voting power to IMF members and thereby their 
decision-making and representation on the Executive Board;  

(c) Access to Financing: Quotas play a role in determining a member countries’ access to IMF resources; and 

(d) SDR Holdings: Quotas determine a member’s share when SDRs are allocated. 

E9. The IMF conducts general reviews of all members’ quotas at least every five years. This allows the IMF to assess 
the adequacy of quotas in terms of members’ needs for conditional liquidity and the IMF’s ability to finance those 
needs. A general review allows for adjustments of members’ quotas to reflect changes in their relative positions in 
the world economy. 

E10. A member may request an ad hoc quota adjustment outside of a general review. 

E11. Quota subscriptions from member countries are the primary source of financing for the IMF. However the IMF can 
supplement its quota resources through borrowing if it believes that resources may fall short of members’ needs. 
The IMF maintains two standing borrowing arrangements: 

• General Arrangements to Borrow (GAB)—Been in place since 1962 and was conceived as a means by which 
the main industrialized countries could stand ready to lend to the IMF up to a specified amount of their 
currencies. These loans would be made when supplementary resources were needed by the IMF to help 
finance drawings by GAB participants when such financing would forestall or cope with an impairment of the 
international monetary system. 

• New Arrangements to Borrow (NAB)—The first and primary resource in the event of a need for supplementary 
resources. NAB is a set of credit arrangements between 38 member countries. The aim of the NAB is similar to 
that of the GAB. 

IMF Special Drawing Rights 

E12. Special Drawing Rights (SDRs) were created in 1969 as an international reserve asset to supplement other reserve 
assets whose growth was inadequate to finance the expansion of international trade and finances under the Bretton 
woods system. 

E13. The Bretton Woods fixed exchange rate system came under pressure during the 1960’s because it did not have a 
mechanism for regulating the growth of reserves to finance the expansion of global trade and financial 
development. Gold production was inadequate and unreliable source of reserve supplies, and the continuing growth 
in global U.S. dollar reserves required a persistent deficit in the U.S. balance of payments, with itself posed a threat 
to the value of the U.S. dollar. Therefore Special Drawing Rights (SDRs) were created in 1969 as an international 
reserve asset to supplement other reserve assets whose growth was inadequate to finance the expansion of 
international trade and finances under the Bretton Woods system. 

E14. The SDR was created with the intention to make regulation of international liquidity subject for the first time to 
international consultation and deliberation. 

E15. The SDR is not a currency nor a claim on the IMF. Instead, it is a potential claim on the freely usable currencies of 
IMF members. The IMF may allocate SDRs unconditionally to members (participants) who may use them to obtain 
freely usable currencies in order to meet a balance of payments need without under-taking economic policy 
measures or repayment obligations. 
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E16. The SDRs value as a reserve asset derives from the commitments of members to exchange SDRs for freely usable 
currencies and to honor various obligations connect with the proper operation of the SDR department. The IMF 
helps ensure the SDRs claim on freely usable currencies by acting as an intermediary between holders of SDRs in 
a voluntary but managed market. 

E17. To be allocated SDRs or to participate in borrowing arrangements of the IMF, a country needs to be an IMF 
member. To become an IMF member a country needs to fund its quota subscription in full by paying 25% of its 
value in SDRs or widely accepted currencies (such as the Euro, US Dollar, Pound Sterling or Japanese Yen). The 
remaining balance is generally funded by a non-interest bearing demand note payable to the IMF in the member 
country’s own currency. 

E18. Holders of SDRs can obtain foreign currencies in two ways, either through the arrangement of voluntary exchanges 
between members, or by the IMF designating members with strong external positions to purchase SDRs from 
members with weak positions. 

E19. The SDR is an interest-bearing international reserve asset created by the IMF to supplement existing reserve 
assets and can be held and used only by participants in the IMF, and certain designed official entities – referred to 
as prescribed holders. 

E20. Since 1987 – SDR market has functioned primarily through voluntary trading arrangements—a number of members 
and one prescribed holder have volunteered to buy and sell SDRs as defined by their respective arrangements. In 
the event of insufficient capital under the voluntary arrangements, the IMF can activate the designated mechanism, 
which is IMF members with strong balance of payments and reserves position may be designated by the IMF to 
purchase SDRs from members with weak external positions. This designation mechanism serves as a back-stop to 
guarantee the liquidity and reserve asset character of the SDR. Thus, the functioning of the SDR Department, like 
that of the General Department, is based on the principle of mutuality and intergovernmental cooperation. 

E21. The SDR is valued based on a basket of currencies (USD, Euro, Pound and Yen) currently. The value is calculated 
daily as the sum of specific amounts of the basket currencies valued in US dollars on the basis of the exchange 
rates quoted at noon each day in the London Market-the value of which is posted on the IMF website each day in 
USD. The IMF recently decided that in 2016 it will add a fifth currency—the Chinese Renminbi, to the SDR currency 
basket used for valuation purposes. 

E22. The SDR interest rate was initially fixed and set at below market levels. However, it is now market based and 
calculated weekly. It is based on a weighted average of representative interest rates on short-term debt in money 
markets of the SDR basket of currencies, except if the weighted average falls below the floor for the SDR interest 
rate of .0050 percent (5 basis points). The value and yield of the SDR are linked to the prevailing market for the 
SDR itself in which excess supply or demand pressure can be eliminated by adjustments in the price, or value, of 
the SDR. Rather, the IMF itself manages the flows of SDRs to ensure liquidity in the system. 

E23. Members earn interest on SDR holdings and pay interest on its cumulative allocations, but the two interest rates are 
identical and the payments therefore net out as long as member’s cumulative allocations are equal to its holdings of 
SDRs. Countries holding SDRs can use these assets by exchanging them for freely usable currencies at a value 
determined by the value of the SDR basket. 

E24. The IMF’s Executive Board reviews the SDR valuation every 5 years. These reviews cover currencies to be 
included in the SDR valuation basket, determine the relative weights of those currencies, and assess the financial 
instruments that are used to calculate the SDR interest rate.  

E25. The weighting of currencies included in the basket is based on a combination of the value of exports and official 
reserve assets held by monetary authorities outside of the country or the monetary union issuing the respective 
currency.  
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E26. The SDR interest rate provides the basis for calculating the interest charged to members on non-concessional IMF 
loans and from the IMF’s general resources, the interest paid to IMF members on their remunerated creditor 
positions in the IMF (reserve tranche positions and claimed under borrowing agreements), and the interest paid to 
members on their SDR holdings and charged on their SDR allocation. 

E27. The SDR interest rate is determined weekly and is based on a weighted average of representative interest rates on 
short-term financial debt instruments in the money markets of the SDR basket currencies except if the weighted 
average falls below the floor for the SDR interest rate of .050 percent (5 basis points). The review of the financial 
instruments to determine the SDR interest rate consider two broad criteria:  

• The FIs’ in the interest rate basket should be broadly representative of the range of FI”s that are actually 
available to investors in a particular currency, and the interest rate on the instruments should be responsive to 
changes in underlying credit conditions in the corresponding money market. 

• The FIs in the interest rate basket should have characteristics similar to the official standing of the SDR itself—
that is, they should have a credit risk profile of the highest quality and be fully comparable to that of government 
paper available in the market or, in the absence of appropriate official paper, comparable credit risk on prime 
financial instruments. Instruments should also reflect the actual reserve asset choice of reserve managers—for 
example, regarding the form of the financial instruments, its liquidity and its maturity. 

E28. The current benchmark rates for the four currencies are as follows: 

(a) U.S. dollar: 3 month U.S. Treasury bills 

(b) Euro: 3-month rate for euro area central government bonds with a rating of AA and above published by the 
European Central Bank 

(c) Japanese yen: 3-month Japanese Treasury discount bill 

(d) Pound sterling: 3-month U.K. Treasury bill. 

The yields on these instruments are used to calculate the SDR interest rate for each week. 

E29. Under the Articles of Agreement, the IMF Executive Board may create unconditional liquidity through general 
allocations of SDRs to member countries that participate in the SDR Department in proportion to their IMF Quotas. 
Such an allocation provides each member with an unconditional international reserve asset. The IMF cannot 
allocate SDRs to itself or prescribed holders. 

E30. SDR allocations are a form of unconditional liquidity. Participants in the SDR Department do not have to meet any 
specific requirements to receive their proportional share in a general allocation. And, following such an allocation, 
they have the right to use the newly allocated SDRs when they have a balance of payments need or in order to 
adjust the composition of their reserves to obtain currency from other participants in transactions by agreement or in 
necessary through the designation plan. There is no obligation under the current Executive Board decisions to 
maintain any particular level of SDR holdings. The SDR system therefore provides members with access on 
demand to freely usable currencies on an unconditional basis with no fixed maturity. 

E31. SDRs are allocated only to IMF members that elect to be participants in the SDR Department and agree to observe 
the obligations of participants. Since April 7, 1980, all members of the IMF have been participants in the SDR 
Department. 

E32. SDRs may be used by IMF members and the IMF itself in accordance with the Articles of Agreements and 
decisions adopted by the IMF Executive Board and the Board of Governors. SDRs cannot be held by private 
entities or individuals. Other holders of SDRs include the IMF, through the GRA within the General Department, and 
international organizations and monetary institutions prescribed by the IMF. 
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E33. The IMF has the authority to prescribe, as other holders of SDRs, nonmembers, member countries that are not 
SDR Department Participants, institutions that perform the functions of a central bank for more than one member, 
and other official entities. As of April 30, 2015 therefore 15 organizations51 approved as ‘prescribed holders’. These 
entities may acquire and use SDRs in transactions by agreement and in operations with other holders, but they may 
not receive allocations of SDRs 

 

                                                      
51  The 2015 IMF Financial Operation Manual notes that the 15 prescribed holders are four central banks (European Central Bank, Bank of Central 

African States, Central Bank of West African States, and Eastern Caribbean Central Bank); three intergovernmental monetary institutions (Bank for 
International Settlements, Latin American Reserve Fund, and Arab Monetary Fund); and eight development institutions (African Development Bank; 
African Development Fund; Asian Development Bank; International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, and International Development 
Association—respectively, the “hard” and “soft” loan entities of the World Bank Group; Islamic Development Bank; Nordic Investment Bank; and 
International Fund for Agricultural Development). 
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Appendix F: IMF Quota Subscription and SDR Holdings and SDR Allocations: Illustrative 
Examples 
These examples accompany, but are not part of, the draft chapter. 

IMF Quota Subscription 

IE1. The following scenarios illustrate key transactions in the IMF quota subscriptions process. These scenarios portray 
hypothetical situations. Although some aspects of the scenarios may be present in actual fact patterns, all facts and 
circumstances of a particular fact pattern would need to be evaluated when applying the draft chapter. The 
examples are for information and understanding purposes, to help understand the economic substance of 
transactions related to IMF quota subscription transactions. 

IE2. Each scenario illustrates process steps related to the IMF quota subscription, including a member country joining 
the IMF, and other important related subsequent transactions.  

Scenario 1: Becoming an IMF member country 

IE3. In this example, a country becomes a member of the IMF and pays its quota subscription.  

IE4. The amount of the initial quota subscription is based on a formula used by the IMF to determine the calculated 
quota share. The main factor in the calculation relates to the country’s GDP. 

IE5. After the amount of the quota subscription is determined the country pays the quota. The first twenty-five percent of 
the quota payment is called the reserve asset portion and must be paid in SDR holdings or a highly liquid currency 
of other IMF members (usually U.S. dollars, euros, Japanese Yen or pound sterling). The remaining seventy-five 
percent is called the local currency portion and is payable in a member’s own physical currency or through the 
issuance of a promissory note to be held in the IMF’s Securities Account with the member’s designated depository, 
typically its central bank. 

IE6. Example: The IMF determines the amount of the quota subscription to be 100,000 SDRs for country A. 1 SDR = 
CU2 in Country A. Country A, pays the reserve asset portion of the quota subscription—25,000 SDRs in USD, 
equal to CU50,000 and issues a promissory note for the 75,000 SDRs equal to CU150,000. The total amount paid 
by Country A for the 100,000 SDRs quota subscription is equal to CU200,000. 

1. The journal entry on initial recognition of the quota subscription for the member would be as follows: 

The quota subscription for the member country is equal to 100,000 SDRs, which is equal to CU200,000 in Country 
A’s local currency (Country A’s functional currency). Country A pays the reserve asset portion in USD equal to 
CU50,000. The remaining local currency amount is paid by issuing a promissory note equal to CU150,000. 

Dr   IMF quota subscription (Financial Asset)  200,000 

 Cr US Foreign Currency (equal to 25,000 SDRs = CU50,000)  50,000 

 Cr Promissory Note (Financial Liability)     150,000   

Scenario 2: IMF Quota Increases under General Reviews 

IE7. In this example, the IMF under a general review increases Country A’s quota.  

IE8. At least every five years, the IMF completes a quota review, which can lead to an adjustment of members quota as 
a result in changes in their relative positions in the world economy or a general increase in the total quota amount 
for all IMF members. 
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IE9. Example: The IMF increases the total quota amount after a general review. Country A’s new quota subscription has 
increased from 100,000 SDRs by 20,000 SDRs to the new quota amount equal to 120,000 SDRs. Before the 
general review, Country A’s quota is equal to CU200,000 and paid in full. 1 SDR = CU2 in Country A. Country A, 
pays the reserve asset portion of the additional quota subscription—5,000 SDR holdings, valued at CU10,000 and 
issues a promissory note for the local currency portion—15,000 SDR holdings equal to CU30,000. The total paid by 
Country A for the additional quota equals 20,000 SDRs (CU40,000).The foreign currency portion of the IMF quota 
increase can be paid with SDRs, or another global liquid currency such as USD, Yen, Pounds or Euros. 

1. The journal entry for the increase in the quota subscription for the member would be as follows: 

The quota subscription for the Country A has increased from 100,000 SDRs to the revised amount of 120,000 
SDRs which is equal to CU240,000 in Country A’s functional currency (local currency). The member pays the 
additional reserve asset portion of 5,000 SDRs, equal to CU10,000. The member pays the remaining additional 
local currency portion of 15,000 SDRs by issuing a promissory note equal to CU30,000. 

Dr   IMF quota subscription (Financial Asset)  40,000 

 Cr SDRs  (5,000 SDR holdings = CU10,000)    10,000 

 Cr Promissory Note (Financial Liability)     30,000   

After the increase in the quota due to the general review and the payment by Country A, the total amount of the IMF 
quota subscription (financial asset) is 120,000 SDRs, equal to CU240,000. The total balance of the promissory note 
(financial liability) is equal to CU180,000. 

Scenario 3: Member Country Currency Devalues Compared to the SDR 

IE10. In this example, Country A’s local currency devalues (relative to SDRs). Therefore there is an increase in the value 
of the quota subscription because it denominated in SDRs which is not the functional currency of Country A. 

IE11. Country A’s quota subscription equals 120,000 SDRs. The local currency has devalued relative to the SDR, so that 
1 SDR now equals CU2.5 (subsequent to the devaluation of the local currency 1 SDR was equal to CU2). Therefore 
the value of the quota subscription increased from CU240,000 to CU300,000. 

1. The journal entry to recognize the increase in the value of the IMF Quota would be as follows: 

Dr   IMF quota subscription (Financial Asset)  60,000 

  Cr  Foreign Exchange Gain        60,000 

The 120,000 SDRs quota has not changed. However, Country A’s local currency has devalued relative to the SDR, 
with the exchange rate decreasing from 1 SDR = CU2 to the new rate of 1 SDR = CU2.5. Therefore the value of the 
quota for the Country A has increased from CU240,000 to the CU300,000, resulting in a CU60,000 foreign 
exchange gain.  

Scenario 4: Member Makes Additional Payment Because of Currency Devaluation 

IE12. In this example, Country A must make an additional payment to the IMF for its quota subscription, because of the 
devaluation of its local currency. 

IE13. The IMF requires countries to make additional payments, related to the local currency portion of their quota 
subscriptions when their currency devalues relative to the SDR. Country A’s quota subscription remains 120,000 
SDRs, however the local currency has devalued so that 1 SDR now equals CU2.5. In local currency the quota 
subscription is now equal to CU300,000. The IMF requires an additional payment to the local currency portion of the 
quota subscription because of the devaluation. Therefore, an additional payment is required.  
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1. The journal entry to recognize the additional top up payment would be as follows: 

Dr   IMF quota subscription (Financial Asset)  45,000 

  Cr  Promissory Note (Financial Liability)     45,000 

The 120,000 SDRs quota has not changed. However, because of the devaluation of Country A’s domestic currency 
an additional payment is required. The domestic currency has decreased from 1 SDR = CU2 to the new rate of 1 
SDR = CU2.5. Therefore the value of the quota for the Country A has increased from CU240,000, by CU60,000 to 
the new value of CU300,000. A payment is required for the local currency portion of the quota subscription which is 
75% of the increase in the quota subscription value of CU60,000, which is equal to CU45,000. 

IE14. Because the IMF quota has increased as a result of the additional payment to the IMF, the cost of the investment is 
now higher than the value in local currency. The IMF quota subscription after the additional payment is equal to 
CU345,000. However, because the exchange rate is equal to 1 SDR = CU2.5. The IMF quota is equal to 120,000 
SDRs, which is equal to CU300,000. Therefore, an additional foreign currency adjustment must be recognized as 
follows: 

1. The journal entry to recognize the foreign exchange adjustment subsequent to the additional payment to the 
IMF is as follows: 

Dr   Loss on foreign exchange    45,000 

  Cr  IMF quota subscription       45,000 

The 120,000 SDRs quota has not changed. However, in local currency the investment in the IMF quota subscription 
is equal to CU345,000 after the additional required payment to the IMF for the local currency portion of the quota 
increase. The exchange rate is now 1 SDR = CU2.5, therefore the value in local currency of the 120,000 SDRs 
quota subscription is still CU300,000. Therefore as adjustment must be recognized, as the quota is equal to 
CU345,000 and requires an adjustment.  

Scenario 5: IMF Pays Remuneration on Country A’s Reserve Tranche Position 

IE15. In this example, the IMF pays remuneration (interest) on country A’s reserve tranche position. 

IE16. The reserve tranche position is equal to the member’s quota less the IMF’s holdings of the members own 
currency52. 

IE17. For this scenario we assume that Country A’s reserve tranche position equals 30,000 SDR holdings. The IMF pays 
interest based on the SDR interest rate. The reserve tranche position interest rate for this scenario is equal to 1% 
per year and is paid quarterly in SDR holdings. 1 SDR = CU2.5 in Country A. 

1. The journal entry to recognize the quarterly payment of interest on the reserve tranche position would be as 
follows: 

On a quarterly basis, interest is paid at the IMF SDR interest rate53 on the reserve tranche position. Country A earns 
1% interest per annum on the reserve tranche position, which is paid on a quarterly basis. Country A’s reserve 

                                                      
52  A small portion of the reserve tranche position related to an IMF members holdings as of April 1, 1978 in unremunerated. For simplicity of the 

example, the unremunerated portion of the reserve tranche position has not been considered. 

53  The SDR interest rate is determined weekly and is based on a weighted average of representative interest rates on short-term financial debt 
instruments in the money markets of the SDR basket currencies except if the weighted average falls below the floor for the SDR interest rate of 
0.05 percent (5 basis points). The SDR interest rate is expressed as an annual rate with interest paid on a quarterly basis. 
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tranche position is equal to 30,000 SDRs. The interest paid for the quarter in SDRs is 1% * 30,000 = 300 year. 300 / 
4 quarters = 75 SDRs interest each quarter, which equals CU187.5. 

Dr   SDR holdings (Financial Asset)     187.5 

 Cr Interest Revenue – quota subscription      187.5 

Special Drawing Rights (SDRs) 

IE18. The following scenarios illustrate different steps in the process for accounting IMF SDR holdings and allocations 
transactions. These scenarios portray hypothetical situations. Although some aspects of the scenarios may be 
present in actual fact patterns, all facts and circumstances of a particular fact pattern would need to be evaluated 
when applying the draft chapter. The examples are for information and understanding purposes, to help 
demonstrate the substance of certain transactions. 

IE19. Each scenario illustrates a different transaction involving SDRs.  

Scenario 6: Member Country Receives Allocation of SDRs 

IE20. In this example, an IMF member country agrees to participate in the SDR department and receives and initial 
allocation of SDRs.  

IE21. When a member country agrees to participate in the SDR department of the IMF, SDR holdings and allocations are 
distributed based on the size of the countries IMF quota subscription. 

IE22. The IMF determines that Country A’s quota subscription of 120,000 SDRs equals a grant of SDR holdings and 
allocations of 50,000 SDRs. 1 SDR = CU2.5 in Country A. 

1. The journal entry to recognize the SDR holdings and allocations distributed by the IMF would be as follows: 

The IMF distributes Country A 50,000 SDR holdings (asset), for which Country A recognizes 50,000 SDR 
allocations (liability), both equal to CU125,000. 

Dr   SDR Holdings      125,000 

 Cr SDR Allocations        125,000 

Scenario 7: Interest on SDRs: Member Country Allocation and Holdings Equal 

IE23. In this example, interest expense/revenue are calculated on SDR holdings and allocations. 

IE24. The IMF pays interest on members SDR holdings and members are charged interest by the IMF on SDR 
allocations. The interest rate is the same for both holdings and allocations and is paid SDRs.  

IE25. Country A has an equal amount of SDR holdings and allocations 50,000 SDRs equal to CU125,000. The SDR 
interest rate is .8% per annum and is paid quarterly. 1 SDR = CU2.5 in Country A. 

1. The journal entries to recognize quarterly interest on the SDR holdings and allocations, both equal to 50,000 
SDRs or CU125,000 at the rate .8% per annum would be as follows: 

The IMF interest rate .8% per annum which is .2% per quarter * 50,000 SDRs for holdings and allocations equals 
100 SDRs, or CU250. 

This entry is for the Interest revenue on SDR holdings 

Dr   SDR Holdings      250 

 Cr Interest Revenue on SDR Holdings      250 
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This entry is for the Interest expense on SDR allocations 

Dr   Interest Expense on SDR Allocations   250 

 Cr SDR Holdings         250 

In this scenario because the SDR holdings and allocations are equal, the net impact of the above two entries is 
nil. 

Scenario 8: Member country transacts SDR holdings for foreign currency  

IE26. In this example, Country A trades SDR holdings for foreign currency. 

IE27. When member countries require foreign currency or other reserve assets, they may transact through the IMF with 
other members using SDR holdings to obtain it.  

IE28. Country A requires foreign currency and contacts the IMF to initiate a transaction using its SDR holdings. Country A 
requires Japanese Yen, for an international loan payment. The Yen currently trades at CU5 to 1 SDRs, 1 SDR 
equals CU2.5. Country A requires 20,000 yen for its loan payment. The calculation of the transaction is as follows: 

Country A requires 20,000 yen for a loan payment. Therefore, it contacts the IMF and initiates a transaction using 
its SDR holdings to obtain the yen needed. The Yen exchange rate to SDRs is CU5 to 1 SDR and 1 SDR equals 
CU2.5. The calculation is as follows: 20,000 yen equals 4,000 SDR holdings, 4,000 SDR holdings equals 
CU10,000.  

The entry to recognize the transaction is as follows: 

Dr  Foreign Currency – Yen (20,000 yen = 4,000 SDR holdings =CU10,000) 10,000 

 Cr  SDR holdings (4,000 SDR holdings = CU10,000 = 20,000 yen)    10,000 

Scenario 9: Member Country allocation of SDRs in excess of SDR Holdings 

IE29. In this example, interest expenses/revenue are calculated on SDR holdings and allocations. 

IE30. The IMF pays interest on the SDR holdings and member countries are charged interest by the IMF on SDR 
allocations. The interest rate is the same for both holdings and allocations and paid in SDRs.  

IE31. Country A has SDR holdings equal to 46,000 SDRs and allocations of 50,000 SDRs. The SDR interest rate is .8% 
per annum and is paid quarterly. 1 SDR = CU2.5 in Country A. 

1. The journal entries recognize quarterly interest on the SDR holdings of 46,000 SDRs or CU115,000 and SDR 
allocations of 50,000 SDRs or CU125,000. The interest rate on both SDR allocations and holdings is .8% per 
annum. The calculations are as follows: 

The IMF interest rate .8% per annum which is .2% per quarter * 46,000 SDR holdings and 50,000 SDR 
allocations. The quarterly interest for the SDR holdings is 92 SDRs, or CU230. The quarterly interest for the SDR 
allocations is 100 SDRs, or CU250. 

This entry is for the Interest earned on SDR holdings 

Dr   SDR Holdings      230 

 Cr Interest Earned on SDR Holdings      230 

 

This entry is for the Interest expense on SDR allocations 
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Dr   Interest Expense on SDR Allocations   250 

 Cr SDR Holdings         250 

In this scenario because the SDR allocations exceed the SDR holdings, the net impact is an interest expense of 
CU20 and a net decrease in SDR holdings of CU20. 

Scenario 10: Member Country holdings in excess of allocation SDRs 

IE32. In this example, interest expenses/revenue are calculated on SDR holdings and allocations. 

IE33. The IMF pays interest on the SDR holdings and member countries and are charged interest by the IMF on SDR 
allocations. The interest rate is the same for both holdings and allocations and paid in SDRs.  

IE34. Assume Country A has SDR holdings equal to 60,000 SDRs and allocations of 50,000 SDRs. The SDR interest rate 
is .8% per annum and is paid quarterly. 1 SDR = CU2.5 in Country A. 

1. The journal entries recognize quarterly interest on the SDR holdings of 60,000 SDRs equal to CU150,000 and 
SDR allocations of 50,000 SDRs equal to CU125,000. The interest rate on both SDR allocations and holdings is 
.8% per annum, paid quarterly. The calculations are as follows: 

The IMF interest rate .8% per annum which is .2% per quarter * 60,000 SDR holdings and 50,000 SDR allocations. 
The quarterly interest for the SDR holdings is 120 SDRs, equal to CU300. The quarterly interest for the SDR 
allocations is 100 SDRs, equal to CU250. 

This entry is for the Interest earned on SDR holdings 

Dr   SDR Holdings      300 

 Cr Interest Earned on SDR Holdings      300 

 

This entry is for the Interest expense on SDR allocations 

Dr   Interest Expense on SDR Allocations   250 

 Cr SDR Holdings         250 

In this scenario because the SDR holdings exceed the SDR allocations, the net impact is interest revenue of CU50 
and an increase in SDR holdings of CU50. 

Scenario 11: Member payment of SDR department administrative expenses  

IE35. In this example, the SDR department participant pays its yearly expenses based on its cumulative SDR allocation. 

IE36. Assume for year 20X0 all SDR department participants are required to pay 0.002 percent of their SDR allocation, 
for its share of the SDR department administrative expenses. 

IE37. Country A’s cumulative SDR allocation at the end of year 20X0 is 50,000 SDRs. 1 SDR equals 2.5CU. The 
calculations is as follows 

The IMF interest requires SDR participants for the year ending December 31, 20X0 to pay rate .002% of its 50,000 
SDR allocations (cumulative allocation amount). Therefore the administration payment equals 1 SDR, or 2.5CU. 

This entry is for administrative expense payment is as follows: 

Dr   SDR department administrative expenses  2.5 

  Cr   SDR Holdings (1 SDR  = CU2.5)    2.5  
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